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Chapter
Sheep.
The follow.ng practical experience
A

on

successful sheep grower, E. Nordrecently given in the WisconMAINB.
sin Agriculturist. It is so applicable to
SOUTH PARIS,
Maine conditions, we reproduce the prinTerme Moderate.
cipal parts of it entire:
While sheep require very little work
iHAK1.KS P. BARNES,
and attention as compared with other
lines of live stock, that little they must
Attorney at Law,
and
have with regularity
precision,
Norway, Me.
Kyeroon Block,
otherwise the business is sure to be a
Τι lephone Connections.
failure.
Sheep respond to good feed and careful
BUCK,
treatment more readily than any other
L.
ο
animal on the farm, but on the other
Surgeon Dentist,
hand, they are the first to get out of conMAINE.
St»UTH PARIS,
dition and become unprofitable, if neglected. This matter of care antl feed is
warrante«l.
All my t>e*t work
really of the greatest importance, for it
is money thrown away to invest in tine
il. P. JON KS,
breeding stock, unless one lias the facilities aud the disposition to keep that
Uentidt,
stock in a thriving coudition.
MA1NK.
NORWAY,
My advice to beginners would be, to
to
4.
13—1
to
look lirst to their facilities for caring for
Of ce Hour·—!»
These being in a satisfactory
sheep.
condition, they should theu get the very
r. SMITH,
best foundation tlock that can be affordAttorney at Law,
ed, aud in addition, the kind of ram
MAINE.
should be kept that conforms most
NORWAY,
Collection» a Specialty. nearly to the type of sheep which in the
Horne Block.
locality are likely to be the most profitable. As regards the housing of sheep,
Λ PARK.
their quarters need uot be an expensive
affair. They should, however, be conAttorneys at Law,
structed in such a way that the sheep
MAINE.
U ETHEL,
Kl'.er .· C i'ark.
may be kept dry under foot and well
A idlton K. Herrlck.
sheltered from storm overhead. If it is
the plan to raise lambs for the early
S. IIARLOW,
spring market, then the stable must be
so built that the temperature can be kept
Attorney at Law,
A necessary arrangeunder control.
MAINE.
ΟΙ X Kl ELU,
ment in a sheep stable is an opportunity
for placing a row of pens about four feet
RltillT Λ WHEELER,
square around the outer edge of the
These are for
stable next to the wall.
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, the purpose of confining each of the
ewes with their newborn lambs for a
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
short time, or until the mother takes
Alton C. Wheeler.
James S. Wright.
readily to the lambs, and the lambs are
strong enough to get along without as&
J. H.
sistance.
from
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the fall season, it should be the sheep
raiser's aiiu tu net his Hock into winter
Λ»

quarters in good condition. To this end
the lambs should be weaned at least one
tar h county for sale.
month before ^rass stops growing. DurPubll hers of the Atlas of Maine.)
ing this period the dock should be provided with good pasture and when the
frost begius to affect the quality of the
grass, the other feed should be provided
to give the ewes the proper nourishment,
and to keep their system in good condi14 Main St., Norway, Me.
tion. For winter feed, there is nothing
better for a tiock of breeding ewes than
early cut and well cured clover hay, supplemented with good corn silage. If the
lambing season occurs before the sheep
get out to pasture, the ewes should be
fed bran about three weeks before the
lambs begin to arrive. Thi.« is to induce
a good milk How, and generally to get
All Kind-. of Pipe Repairing, Lead the ewes in the proper condition for
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should have access to water,
If
and some salt every day in the year.
salt is fed at irregular intervals, the
and
sheep will frequently eat too much
Breedget out of condition as a result.
ing ewes should be fed and managed in
such a way that they will take plenty of
exercise during the period of gestation.
It' the Hock be large and of uneven size
and strength, it is necessary that it be
divided, the strong and the weak ones
each beiug kept in separate quarters,
and each bunch handled according to its
needs. This way of caring for the ewes
insures a crop of strong, healthy lambs
It is, neverthethat are easy to raise.
less, necessary to keep close watch over
at
the Hock
lambing time, for there are
always some lambs that require assistance, no matter how well the old ewes
have been cared for. It is always well
when the lambs are dropped in cold
weather, to confine the old and young
together for a few days, and for this
1 kuow of nothing handier than the pens
already referred to. Usually if the lambs
are assisted in getting their Hrst
meal,
they are ready after that to help themto
in
the
Ht
run
a
few
selves, aud in
days
stable or yard by the side of their
Somemother with the other sheep.
times it happens that the old ewe refuses
to own her little one, and in that case,
as also where we wish to get the ewe to
adopt a lamb, the ewe aud the lamb are
confined in a pen together. The lamb is
helped to get nourishment four or Hve
times daily, aud it has never taken rne
longer than four days to completely reconcile the old ewe to the lamb. In every
well ordered Hock, a place should be provided where lambs can help themselves
to oats or grain of some kind from which
the old ones are excluded.
There is no animal on the farm that
will pay a better price fcr oats than a
I believe that after
suckling lamb.

lambs are strong enough to get along
without help tlie sooner they are docked
and castrated the better. If these operations are performed afti-r the blowllies
are out, the wound should be thoroughly
saturated with
powdereu Diuestone.
it quickly absorbed.
Sheep ticks and other vermin should not
C>»«i Relief at One*.
be permitted to iufest the dock, as they
It cleanses, soothes
are liable to take most of the proiitH
h'-als ami protects
wheu they get numerous.
They can
th· >1;-o;is«h1 mem·
easily be kept under control by dipping
braue. It cores Cathe lambs in seine of the patent sheep
tarTh aud drives
dips a few days after the old ones are
——
shorn, lu my tiock 1 tiud that this is
awiy a ('<>1,1 m th·· I—
Head quickly,
Λ V ΓΓ^Γβ all that is uecessary to keep the ticks
fc··
Btores the Srii-k-a of 11Λ 1 · fc V
down, but if dipping the lambs alone
T.iate und Smell. Full size SOcts., at Dru^- does iiot suffice, it does uot cost much to
gi>ts <>r by mad ; Trial Size 10 cts. by TnaiL extend the operation to the whole Hock.
Iu my experience I have fouud that a
illy Brothers, H6 Warren Street, New York·
shearing machine is greatly to be preferred to the old method of hand shearing. The operator may find some difficulty in gettiug started, but if he will
have a little patience and carefully foleach
low directious that como with
machine, he will soon be able to do better and quicker, work than he can do
with his hand shears.
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Furniture.
Furniture.
1 nice Organ, been used 2 years, cos!
#"S, price #40. Spring Beds, Mattresses
Stoves, Feather Beds, Tables, Com
modes. Bureaus, Chairs, Jars, Kettles

Water for Cows.

Do You See the Difference?

A short time ago a neighbor asked me
how it was that some farmers received 6,
8 and 12 cents for their milk, while others, who fed liberally and whose milk
tested well, were able to get only 2, 3
and perhaps 4 cents.
It's the same principle that makes one
shop a great success and another, where
the name things are sold, a failure. The
chap who goes in for dairying because he
loves it, is fond of animals, is clean and
neat by instinct, and has business ability,
will be the one who will get from 6 to 12
The writer has in
cents for his milk.
mind two farms where milk is sold as
the main product.
Perhaps by describing these farms I will answer my neighbor's question.
Some twenty miles from Philadelphia,

fKING
FOR.
Λ

The water should be pure. Impure
water is just as hurtful to the health
and vigor of a cow as it is to a human
being. It induces disease just the same.
It reduces the amount of milk the cow
would naturally give. Where it is impossible to have springe or pure running
water, a good substitute is a well, windmill and tank, with a float which throws
the mill out of gear when the water in
the tank rises to a certain height.
2. The water should be easy of access
for the cow, both in the pasture and the
barnyard. With a large herd of cows,
have
say .'50 to 50, it is a good plan to
two or three watering tanks in the yard,
where the cows are watered out of doors,
it is worth while also to have a man remain in the yaid while they are drinking,
to drive the master cows away from the
tank· m soon as they have drunk their
fill. In turning oows out to drink, it is
a good plan to first turn out the underlings and most timid ones, giving them
plenty of time to get what water they
want undisturbed. Lots of money can
be lost with a herd of cows by being indifferent or careless on this water question.

Tuberculosis is frequently caused by
Dishes, Hoone Plants, Dram Cutter'i
filthy quarters. Your barn must
damp
Table, Sofas, Lounges, Pictures at verj be kept clean, dry and light, with a good
low price·. These are all second ham I supply of fresh air, and above all pure
test
good·. At auction rooms, No. 2, Went drinking water. The tuberculosis
should be made at least once a year,
•rn Avenue.
and all cows so affected should be
thrown out.
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aoue, as lie nas been or service το
me."
"All right, sir," exclaimed the hotel
keeper, touching his forehead with his
forefinger In sulute, "I will get Captuin Darin, who is a great friend of
De

S"

good macadam pike,
"lilt LEMUEL JONES. Ο. I. E„
large, old-fashioned farmhouse, surwas chief commissioner of
Here
some
fertile
acres.
200
by
Lawrence Jones,
Burma.
two young men are engaged in dairying
captain of tlie tramp steamer
as a source of livelihood.
Personally
bis brother.
was
they are kindly, honest fellows who are Newcastle Maid,
The More than that, they were twins. as his,
not in the least afraid of work.
near a

stands

a

rounded

a neglected air, and
the barn whore all the live-stock is
housed is much in need of paint and re
pairs. The herd consists of 18 mixed
The basement is
cows and a grade bull.
used for the live-stock, the cows being
tied in two rows, one of ten cows and
the other of eight. There are four small
windows, covered for the most part with
The door is of
dust, and three dooro.
clay; the ceiling and walls are unwhitewaslied and festooned with cobwebs.
The manure is taken out once a day in
summer and twice in winter, and piled
in the cow-yard, in which a large pool of
water stands most of the time. The livestock is fed liberally and the cows look
healthy, but dirty. The milk is shipped
in cans to town every morning, and the
price received is 3 cents in summer and
4 in winter. The men milk in their overalls, and never think of washing either
themselves or the cows.
The other farm is situated some two
miles from a town of 25,000 inhabitants
in Connecticut. The house is built on a
knoll, is modern and surrounded with
Howers and trees; at the entrance are
two fine eate-Doste. from the tops of
which nasturtiums grow in summer.
The drive to the house is kept hard and
free from weeds, shrubs abound, and the
grass near the buildings is kept mowed.
The barn where the cows are housed is
a modern structure, shingled and partly
covered with vines. The first floor is devoted to the cattle, of which there are
thirty. The floor is cemented, except
where the cattle stand, and the ceiling
and walls are finished in hard wood.
There are plenty of large windows. Each
two stalls are provided with water, aud
the cows are fastened in swing stanchThe manure is carried out twice
ions.
a day in summer and three times in winter, and is taken directly to the fields or
composted under a shed. The barn contains a neat milk and refrigerator room,
and a wash room.
The men are obliged to wash and put
The
on white clothes before milking.
cows are curried every day, and their
The
udders washed before milking.
milk is cooled and bottled, and delivered
to the customers in the town by the man
who owns the farm.
Everything looks
clean and attractive, and customers are
invited to visit the farm at any time.
The milk sells for 8 cents the year

farm, however, has

round.

you see the difference ?
It cost more to produce certified milk,
but it brings twice as much.—Ε. K. P. in

Neighbor, do

Country Gentleman.

Question of the Hour.
The ever-wasting effects of constant
and unwise tillage on our soils should
call for a reading, studious farmer who
makes changes for the better as fast as
The

conditions tend to the worse. The conntry and its future needs better educated
farmers, men of brain and thought,
But
more than it needs better lawyers.
of all classes of society the farmer seems
to be, as a class, the least affected by the
desire for improvement. lie is so conservative, so fearful of any change of
methods or of judgments, that he does
not see the fearful stream of waste—
wasted labor, wasted soil, wasted time—
There
that is going on all about him.
seems to be a tendency in farm life to
of
the
unchanging
accept the motto
Arab: "As it was, is now, and ever shall
We believe
end."
without
world
be,
this is due to the fact that the business
of farming has been turned over for ages
to a class of men who did not believe
that there was any particular value in
mental traiuing, study and special education for them and their calling.
They did not think schools, teachers,
books, in a word, science, could help
them auy. And so, for that reason, all
the forces of education have done less
for the farm and the farmer than for any
other pursuit. For this reason, the cultivated classes of society have looked
down on the farmer as a mudsill of the
social fabric. One of the grandest things
for the country, and its future, is the
breaking up of this crust of intellectual
indifference. This has come within the
last quarter of a century.
"Farming is
"Educaa work of brains," says one.
tion aud a knowledge of what science
save
will
that
can do is the only thing
the farm from destruction," says another. "Why should not the farmer be
a mau of as well trained brain power as
the lawyers or editors or clergymen?"
asks a third. Aud so it goes everywhere,
schools are being organized, text ooukh
are prepared, teachers are being trained,
books are printed, agricultural papers are
compelled to take a more intelligent view
of topics they discuss.
Society in general bas stopped to listen. Congress and
State Legislatures are busy enacting laws
for the prutec'ion of agriculture and tbe
promotion of tbe knowledge that shall
Scientists are
make it more effective.
turning their attention to tbe farm as a
rich field for investigation and study.
Iuventors aud mechanicians are hard at
work to lighten aud make more perfect
its labor. All tbis great awakening of
mind, thought and intelligent purpose
has come to tbe American farmer chiefly
How
in the last quarter of a century.
does he face the light ? What hope and
purpose does all this inspire in him?
These are the questions every farmer in
the land ehould ask himself.—Hoard's

It was
like as two drops of water.
kismet that Sir Lemuel should rise to
be chief commissioner, while it was
Larry's own fault that he was only
both
captain of a freighter, but they
themselves, each alter his

enjoyed

kind*.

One morning In November the Newcastle Maid glided up the Irawadl and
main
swung to moorings just off the
wharf at Raugun. Larry had uot seen
bis brother for years, and, for the matter of that, did not care If many more
he saw him. Their
years passed before
was
paths ran at right angles. He
there for a cargo of rice, not to renew

family ties.
It was because the chief engineer of
the Newcastle Maid was a man after
his own heart that he said before goInto
lug ashore: "I don't want to get
from
a gale here, for I've had a letter
the owners over that last break I made
If I come off seas over
In the cabin and don't let
No matter what I say, keep
me out.
me there until I'm braced up."
Then the captain went ashore.
He took a drive out through the cantho
tonments. As he bowled along in
old gharry η new experience came to
and
him. Gentlemen lifted their hats
ladles driving iu their carriages smiled
iu Calcutta.

Just lock

me

and bowed in the most gracious manner.

liveried native servant, muklng a deep
sulaam.
The captain pulled out his watchSir Lemuel's watch. "It's a beauty,"
he mused as bis eyes fell on its rich
yellow sides, "liight away, mate—I
mean bos'u—that is, tell him not to go
Wonder what that fellow's
away.
proper title is on the muster?"
"Ah. you're to dine at the club to-

night, Sir Lemuel," a cheery English
voice said as a young man came out
of a room on the right.
"I* know tliut," angrily answered
Larry. "I don't have to be told my

"Very kind." muttered Larry, "but I
have
fancy they'll get over It. Must
taken me for somebody else."
The next minute Larry was busy
staring opeu mouthed at the linage of
himself sitting lu a carriage just In
front. The carriage was turning out of

commissioner bowed
the captain called out.
Lemuel?"
Then the big NValer
the carriage down the

quite coldly

as

"How are you,

Larry cheerfully. "I wauted t<Tsee you

dicial commissioner."
"Oh, Sir Lemuel will be there lu time
for that." chuckled the captain. "Hut
lirst. Leui, for the sake of old times, 1
to drink a glass of wine with
want
me.

you

He drilled him in his own bailor outfit.
tiling be bad forgotten nil ubout. A
bucbelor himself, it bud never occurred

to bim tbut Sir Lemuel wus

probably

married and tbat be would bave to
Lem," said Captain

and thought you'd rather come here
thau receive me at Government house."
"Please be brief, then." said Sir Lemuel in Ills most dignified manner. "I
have to attend a dinner at the club to
uight in honor of the return of our Ju-

Vou know, we took a drink

togeth-

pretty often the lirst year of our existence." Then he broke into a loud
sailor laugh that Irritated the commis-

er

sioner.
"While I don't approve of drinking to
the extent you have carried It," said
Sir Lemuel, with Judicial severity, "etill
I can't refuse a glass proffered by my
brother."
"Your twin brother." broke In Larry,
"of whom you've always been so fond,

you know."
"I really must be going, so please tell
when
me why you've seut for me." llut
lie had drunk the glass of wine he gave
but to
up all idea of going anywhere
sleep, for It was drugged.
Then Captain Larry stripped his
brother, peeled the august body of the
commissioner as one would strip a wilhim In his own sailor
and

draped

100 Doses $1

It eradicates all humors from pimplea
to scrofula.

100 Doses $1

In usual liquid form or In chocolated
tablets known as tarMtab·. lOOdosestl.

back to you."
To say that general consternation
followed this venture of the captain
is drawing it very mild indeed, for the
J. C.'s wife was not dead at ail, but
hud wandered far away with a lieutenant in α Madras regiment.
"It's the Ironclnd put blm up to that
She was always down on the J. C. for
marrying a girl hulf his uge," said an
assistant deputy commissioner to a
never come

standing heside hiin.
The secretary was tugging energetic-

man

ally

at the

captain's

coat tails. "What

it, Johnson?" he asked, suddenly
realizing the tug.
Is

•'Tiliuwir la

on.

sir."

Owing to the Indisposition of tbe
chief commissioner, by special arrange·
nient tbe secretary eat at bie left, which
ras rather fortunate, for, by tbe time
dinner was over, the captain bad look-

ed upon the wine and Been that It was
good—bad looked several times.
"Shall we have the honor of your
presence at the races tomorrow?"
pleasantly asked a small, withy man,
four seats down the table.
Tbe captain was caught unawares
and blurted out, "Where ure they?"
"On tbe race course, sir."
Tbe answer was a simple, straightforward one, but nevertheless It made

everybody laugh.
"I thought they were on the moon,"
said tbe captain in a nettled tone.
A man doesn't laugh at α chief commissioner's joke, as a rule, because it's
funny, but the mirth that followed this
was genuine enough.
"Sir Lemuel Is coming out," said
Cap ία In Lushton. "Pity tbe Ironclad

wouldn't go uway every week."
In the natural order of things Sir
Lemuel had to respond to tbe toast of
'The Queen." Now tbe secretary had
very carefully and elaborately prepared tbe chief commissioner's speech
for this occasion. Sir Lemuel had con"mugged" It up, and if be

colts.
It was glorious, this getting up before two strings of more or less baldbeaded officials to tell them how tbe
state ought to be run—the ship steered,
"Gentlemen," be begun,
as it were.
starting off bruvely enough, "we are

me."

seat,

"The Lord forbid—at least not for a
few days. I want her to enjoy herself
while 'Bhe's away. You will feel the
loss of your wife, Mr. Barnes, even
more thnn I, for of course she will

But the speech, so beautifully
so lucid In its meaning and so
complicated In its detail, became a
waving sea of foam. Prom out the billowy waste of this Indefinite mass
there loomed only the tall figure of the
cadaverous J. C., and attached to It, as
a tangible something, tbe fuct that be
bad lost his wife and settled the da-

wrote a note uddressed to the chief
commissioner and sent It off by a native. "That will bring him," he muttered. "lie always was u bit afraid ot

a

ly."

written,

thinking

"Take

to say something.
"Dear Lady Jones," sighed the ju"I
dicial commissioner pathetically.
suppose she returns almost Immediate-

coits."

he must have ruling these yellow nigI'd like to be In his
gers out here.
shoes just for a day to see how It feels
to l*e king of Burma."
All the way back to the hotel he was
about it. Arrived there, he

room.

separated during the many years of
your married life."
"Tes, I shall miss the little woman.
That great barracks is not the same
without her sweet little face about"
"That's α pretty tall order," ejaculated a young officer to a friend. And it
was, considering that Lady Jones was
an Amazonian type of woman, five feet
ten, much given to running the whole
etate and known as the "Ironclad."
But Larry didn't know that and had

dinner speech.
When tbe captain rose to his feet the
secretary whispered In his ear: "For
heaven's suke, don't say anything ubout
the Judlciul's wife. Talk about da-

horses whipped
road at a slashing gait, aud Larry was left alone.
"So that's why they've been taking
off their hats te me." he mused. "They
take me for Sir Lemuel. Great time

It was G o'clock when Sir Lemuel arThere was a
rived iu bis carriage.
treat scurry iug about of servants and
uu end of salaaming the "Lat Sahib,"
fur It was not often the chief commis
sioner honored the hotel with his presence. lie was xliowu to Captain Jones'

this
you do, dear Sir Lemuel? I called
afternoon. So sorry to find that Lady
Yon must find It
Jones was away.
very lonely, Sir Lemuel. I understand
this is the first time you have been

scientiously

aud blocked the road so
that his own driver wau forced to Btop.
lie recognized the other mau. It was
Sir Lemuel, his twin brother.
The
The recognition was mutual.

face tlie wife.
When is she com"Where Is she?
ing back?" be gasped.
"Oh, Sir Lemuel, It was only to say
that she bad arrived safely In Prome."
"Thauk (Jod for that!" exclaimed the
captain, with a rare burst of reverence.
The private secretary looked rather

pleased to have among us once
fellow skipper, the judicial

our

more
com-

missioner."
"The old buck's got a rare streak of
tiumor on tonight," whispered Lushton.
"Ilis jovial face adds to the harmony
of the occasion. I will not allude to his
late loss, us we all know how deeply he
f«M>U Ifr."

"Gad! But he's rubbing it in," said
Lush ton.
"1 repeat, we are glad to have him

again. My secretary assures
me that there's not a single dacoit left
bad
always
astonished. Sir Lemuel
alive In the province. There's nothing
been u very devoted husband, but not
like putting these rebellious chaps
the sort of man to give way to au exdown. I had a mutiny myself ouce on
pression of strong feeling simply beboard the Kangaroo. I shot tlie ringcause bis wife had arrived at the eud
leaders and made every mother's son
her
of
journey.
of them walk the plank.
"Do you happen to remember what of the rest
of the good work the Jushe said about coming back?" be asked So I'm proud
dicial htis done in this respect.".
of the wondering secretary.
Now, it had beou α source of Irritat"No, Sir Lemuel; but she'll probably
commissionremain till her sister is out of danger— ing regret to every deputy
η m ou g us

er in the service that when he had
couple of weeks, perhaps."
red handed, convicted
"Of course, of course," said the cap- caught a dacoit
him to be hanged and
sentenced
and
so
I'm
mean
Lord!—I
the
'Thank
tain.
for
to the
glad that she's had a safe voyage," he sent the ruling up been Judicial sat
promptly
corrected himself, heaving a great sigh confirmation he had
the prisoner either parof relief. "That's one rock out of>the on officially and
doned or let off with a light sentence;
channel," he muttered.
these little pleasantries of
A bearer was waiting patiently for consequently
looked upon as satire.
him to go and change his dress. The the captain were
The secretary sighed as he shoved in
himself
to
whistled
softly
captain
which
when be saw the dress suit all laid out his pocket the written speech,
to slip to the
uud everything In perfect order for a the captain had allowed
for another time, I sup"quick change," as he called It. As floor. "It'll do
"when he gets
he finished dressing the "bos'n"—be of pose," be said wearily,
the gorgeous
livery—appeared, an- over this Infernal touch of sun or Burma head."
nouncing, "Johnson Sahib, sir."
The other speeches did not appeal to
"Who?" queried Captalu Larry.
Captain Larry much nor, for the mat"Sec'tary Suhib, sir."
He
"Oh, that's my private secretary," he ter of that, to the others either.
had certainly made the hit of the evena

■"

thought.
"I've brought the speech, Sir Lemuel," said the young man as he entered.
"You'll burdly have time to go through

It before we start."
"Look her*! Johnson," he said, "I
think fever or something's working on
me. I can't remember men's faces, and
I
I get their names all mixed up.
wouldn't go to this dinner tonight if I
budn't promised to. I ought to stay
aboard the ship—I menu 1 ought to
stay at home. Now I want you to help
me through, uud If It goes off all right
I'll double your salary next month.
Safe to promise that," he muttered to
blmself. "Let Leiu attend to It."
At the club as the captain entered
the baud struck up "God Save the

Queen."

"By Jingo, we're late!" he said. "The
show Is over."
"He hus got fever or sun, sure,"
thought bis companion. "Oh, no, Sir
Lemuel, they're waiting for you to alt
down to dinner. There's Mr. Barnes,
the judicial commissioner, talking to
Colonel Short, sir," added the secretary, pointing to a tall, clerical looking
gentlemun. "He's looking very much
cut up over the loss of bis wife."
"Wife dead; must remember that,"
thought Larry.

old man's got the d. t.'s," tin» chief entohl tlie first officer. "I locked
bin cabin last night when they
brought him off, and he's banging
tiling around there in great shape;
swears he's the ruler of Burma and
Sir Glome) Somebody. I won't let him
out till he gets all right again, for he'd
go up to the ageuts with this cock and
bull story. They'd cable home to the
owners, and he'd be taken out of the

caught eight of the captain and bat- gineer
tened forward to greet him. "How do him In

had not at that moment been a prisoner on board the Newcastle Maid would
have delivered It with a pompous sincerity which would have added to bis
laurels as α deep thinker and brilliant
speaker. But tbe captain of a tramp
steamer, with a mixed cargo of sherry,
hock and dry monopole in his stomach,
Is not exactly tbe proper person to deliver a statistical, semiofficial after

compound

a

feeder. He has not the stomach to contain succulent food to serve him from
one meal to another.
A light-centered horse seldom weighs know."
When he had arrayed himself In the
well, and weight in a draft horse, if it
commiscomes from bone, sinew and muscle, purpie ana uue uuen 01 tue
of the
goes a long way to determine his com- sioner he emptied the contents
mercial value.
bottle of wine through the window.
A stallion whose feet are contracted Then he went below and spoke to the
and brittle, and whose bocks are puffy
"The captain upstairs, who
and flosby looking should be avoided, proprietor.
had au Important communication to
as such hocks are generally associated
has become suddenly
with a coarseness throughout his whole make to me,
Never
conformation and a general lack of most completely Intoxicated.
saw a man get druuk so quickly In my
quality.
When a horse is well coupled together life. Can you have bins sent off to his
on top, and has a short back, he must
ship so that he won't get lu disgrace?
should
have the length below from the point of It's
my express wish that this
the
of
to
the
back
shoulder
tbe
thigh.
When so built be will stand the strain of
drawing heavy loads much better tban
if he has a long, loose back.
The front feet and hocks are the
parts of either a draft or a driving horse True only of Hood's Saraaparilla, the
that come directly in contact with the
one great blood purifier and general
hard work, and unless they are sound
medicine has
and good, a horse's usefulness will be tonic. Thifl remarkable
very muob impaired, and bis commercial effected many radical and permanent
value very much lessened.
cares that are the wonder of the world.

irreproachable.

eye down the long list of numes.
"When does The Presence want the
carriage?" asked a ponderous, much

them.

"YtAi're a groggy looking caphe tfttid ns he tried to brace the
ligure up lu a big chair. "You're a dishave your
jcraee to the service. You'll
papers taken away first thing you

A prime qualification of the hired man
should be his gentleness with animals,
especially with work horses and dairy
cows.
The man defloient in this respect can do more damage to tbe stock
than he can make np by oeing otherwise

to take him off right away."
"Most considerate man, the chief
commissioner," remarked the boniface
as the carriage rolled away.
The carriage swung in under a shedlike portico at the frout of a big straggling bungalow. The driver pulled up
his horses. The two yaktail bearing
footmen, who had Jumped down from
their places behind as the carriuge
turned iu off the road, ran hastily up,
opening the door and lowering the
steps for The Presence, the Lat Suhlb,
the Father of all Burmans.
"Hello! There's the ship's log!" exclaimed the captain, looking at the big
visitors' book in the entrance. "Wonder where I've got to sign that? The
ship musters a big crew," as he ran bis

"I wonder if there's anything stickhe business."
ing to my face," thought Larry, aud
its
"Certainly, Sir Lemuel; but you
passed his hand carefully over
as you
rounded surface. It seemed all right. aelted me to Jog your memory,
these things, you
But still they kept It up-everybody are so apt to forget
on
know."
he met, and one officer, galloping by
"Quite right, quite right," answered
his pony, took a pull at the animal's
"If you catch me forgethead and shouted, "Are you coming to the captain.
ting anything else Just hold out a sigthe club tonight, siri"
me the wink, will
"No!" roared the captain, for he nal—that Is, tip
hadn't the faintest idea of going to a you?"
"We've had a telegram from Lady
club without an invitation.
Sir Lemuel."
"They'll be awfully disappointed," Jones,
The cold perspiration stood out on
as
came the echo of the officer's voice
the captain's forehead. This was somethe gharry opened up a gap between

It is urged very properly by Hoard's Dairyman.
Dairymau that inasmuch as it has been
The Points of a Good Horse.
proved by actual experiment that the
average cow will drink 1,600 pounds of
The following suggestions are from a
water a month, great care should be exCanadian bulletin, giving the points of low.
This
water.
with
her
to
ercised
provide
a good reliable horse:
outfit.
is true enough, but there are two other
If a horse is short-ribbed he is light in
included.
tain."
to
be
that
need
points
bis middle and is nearly always a poor
1.
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Just uien me judicial commissioner

ing.

"It's great, this," he said bucollcally
to the secretary as they drove home.

"What, sir?"
"Why, making speeches and driving
home In your own carriage. I bate going aboard ship In a Jlggledy sampan
at night. I'll have a string of wharfs
put all along the front there so that
ships won't have to load at their moorings. Just put me in mind of that tomorrow."
Next day there was considerable diversion on the Newcastle Maid. "The

SUPPORT
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ship sure."
That's why Sir Lemuel tarried for a
day on the Newcastle Maid. Nobody

engi\

would ko near him but the chief
neer, who handed him meat and drink
through a porthole and laughed sooth-

at bis fancy tales.
After c-bota haxrl next morning the
secretary brought to Captain Larry a
large basket of official papers for hie
perusal and signature. That was Sir
His motto
Lemuel's time for work.
was business first and afterward more

ingly

Each paper was carefully
business.
contained in a cardboard holder secured
by red tape.
"The log. eh, mate?" said Larry when
the secretary brought them Into his
"It looks shipshape too."
room.
"This file, sir, Is the case of Deputy
Commissioner Grant, first grade, of

Bungaloo. He has memorialized the
government that Coats worth, second
grade, has been appointed over bis head
to the commlssionerehip of Bhang.
He's senior to Coataworth, you know,
sir, In the service."
"Well, why has Coatsworth been
made first mate, then?"
"Grant's afraid It's because he offended you, sir, when you went to Bungaloo. He received you In a jahran coat,
you remember, and you were awfully
angry about It."
"Oh. I wue, was 17 Just snows wnat
an ass Sir Lemuel can be sometimes.
Make Grant a commissioner at once
and I'll sign the papers."
"But there's no commisslonershlp
open, sir, unless you set back Coats-

It may be a conserva-

the kula Jugah.

bay window. ▲ quiet seat
anions tbe crotons, with the drowsy
drone of tbe waltz flitting In and out
among the leaved, la just tbe place to
tory

or a

work a man.
I'm telling you this now, but Mrs.
Leyburu knew It long ago, moons before Captain Larry opened tbe l>all
with tbe financial commissioner's wife.
Not that Mrs. Ley burn was tbe only
woman with α mission—official life in
India is full of them—only she had the

was all.
"It's scandalous," another missionary
said to Captain Lusbton.
"They've
been In there an hour; they've «at out
three dances. I'm sorry for poor dear
Lady Jones."
Among tbe crotons the missionary In
the field was saying: "I'm sure Jack
ordered the launch to meet you at the
steamer that time. Sir Lemuel. He

start; that

knows you were frightfully angry
about It and has felt It terribly. He's
simply afraid to ask you for the billet
of port officer. and that horrible man
who Is acting officer now will get it,
and poor Jack won't be able to send
mo up to Darjeellng next hot weather.
And you'll be going for a month again
next season. Sir Lemuel, won't youV"
Now, as it happened, the captain had
had a row with the acting port officer
coming up the river, so it was just In
bis mitt, as he expressed It "I'll arrange It for Jack tomorrow." he said.
"Never fear, little woman." ("He spoke
of you as Jack," she told Ley burn later
on, "and It's all right, love. Lucky the
Ironclad was away."»
»

1

Π

"Well, I'll set him back. I'll discharge him from the service. What
else have you got there? What's that

means

'Larry Jones.'

"

"The chief's hand is pretty shaky
this morning," thought the secretary,
for the signature was not much like
the careful, clerkly hand that he was

accustomed to

see.

Sir Lemuel's wine had been a standing reproach to Government House. A
dinner there either turned a man Into
a teetotaler or a dyspeptic, and at tllfln
when the captain broached a bottle of
It he set his glass down with a roar.
"He's brought me the vinegar." he exclaimed. "or the coal oil. Is there no
better wine in the ho;w t'...:.) this?"
be asked the butler, u:ul when told
there wasn't he insisted upon the secretary writing out an order at once
"Have It
for fifty do/.i'ii I'ommery.
I'll
back in time lor dinner, sure!
This stuff
leave some for Leni too.
Isn't μυοΛ for his blood," he said to

himself grimly.
"I'm glad lLit race meet Is on while
I'm king," he thought as be drove
down after tiffin, taking his secretary
with him.
"They say the Prince of
Wales always gets the straight tip,
and I'll be sure to be put on to something good."

And lie was.
Cautain Lushton told
biui that bi» mare Nettie was sure to
win the Itaugun Plate, forgetting to
mention that he himself had backed
Tomboy for the same race.
"Must have wrenched a leg," Lushton assured Larry when Nettie Came In
absolutely last, but as the secretary
wrote "I Ο U's" for all the bets he
made and as Sir Lemuel would be into
his owu again before settling day and
would have to pay up it did uot really

matter to the captain.
The regiment was so pleased with
Sir Lemuel's contributions that the
best they had in their marquee was
The ladies
none too good for him.
found hliu an equally ready mark.
Mrs. Leyburu was pretty and had tish

to fry. "I must do a little missionary
work while the Ironclad's away," she
thought. Her mission was to install
her husband in the position of port officer. That came out later—came out
at the ball that night. The captain assured her that he would atteud.
There is always a sort of Donnybrook Derby at the eud of a race day

in ltangun. Ponies are gently sequestered from their more or less willing
their
owners and handed over, minus
saddles, to sailors, who pilot them erratically arouud the course for α contributed prize. When the captain saw
the hat golug around for the prize monto write
ey he ordered the secretary
"Give
out α "chit" for 200 rupees.
them

something

chaps!" he said.

worth

while,

poor

"And to think that the Ironclad has
kept this bottled up so long!" muttered

Lushton.
"I always said you had a good heart,"
Mrs. Leyburn whispered to the captain.
"If people would only let you show It,"
■he added mullciously, meaning, of
course, Lady Jones.
The chief commissioner was easily

the most popular man In Burma that
night. It was with difficulty the bluejackets could be kept from carrying
him home on their shoulders. "I hope
Lem Is looking after the cargo all

More convenient,
Makes the food lighter
and more healthful.
»0>A1
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you some decent wine at tne nouse.
Get ashore before she comes off."
"There's no liolp for It," said Sir Lent·
uel. "There are your orders to proceed
to Calcutta to load. Your beastly chief
engineer insisted ou shoving theui lu
to me."
lett

·······

"Don't 'my love' ine!" suld the Ironclad when Sir Lemuel climbed pent·
tently Into the carriage. "An hour ago
you denied that I was your wife!"
And so they drove off, the syce taking the tomtom back to Its owner. It
took Sir Lemuel days and days to
straighten out the empire after the rul·
of the man who had been "king for a
Symptom·.
A physician was talking about bta

patient's symptoms.

"Young, strong people don't give me
enough symptoms when they are ill,"
he said, "but the middle aged and the
aged give me too many. Thinking
about their health all the time, studying their condition all the time, the
ttued and the middle aged discover a
symptom in every muscle, lu every organ. in every limb. Thus they confuse
me.

"
Where tin
#>"·' cried excitedly.
you yoi/iy, S If Lemuel i"

"

"Stop !
Δ
room

lady approaching from the ballheard a

little rustle among the

plants, pushed eagerly forward and

stood before them. Another missiou·
ary had entered the field. "I beg pardbn. Sir Lemuel." and she disappeared.
"Perfectly scandalous!" she said as
she met Lushton. "Some one ought to
advise dear Lady Jones of that <l< sign-

Ing creature's behavior."
"For Cupid's sake, don't." ejaculated
Lushton fervently. "Let the old boy
have his fling, lie doesn't get out of
ten."
"I've no lnteutlon of doing so myself," said Ids companion with as

perlty.

Rut all the same a telegram went
that night to Lady Jones at I'rome
which bore good fruit next day am
much of It.
When they emerged from the «-rotons
I lie
Mrs. Leyburn was triumphant.
captain was also more or less
with things as they were. "Jack will
probably crack Lem's head when he
he
doesn't
get his appointment.

p;«w»;'·

thought.
The captain slipped

away early from
the ball. It seemed somehow as though
the fun had gone out of the thing. He
began to have misgivings as to the
likelihood of the chief

lug his brother shut up much longer.
•
ii
Cot out of this In the mornlug.
m

1» turned Into
I'll scuttle the ship

had enough of It.

and clear out."
This virtuous Intention would lu\e
been easy of accomplishment, comparatively. if he had not slept until 1
o'clock. When he arose the secretary
face.
came to him with a
"There's a telegram from Lad> Joins,

"out

to
Sir Lemuel, asking for the carriage
meet her at the station, and I ve sen
it. She's chartered a special train, and
we expect her any moment.
"Great Scott. I'm lost!" moaned
captain. "I must get out of thls. He| j
me dr«>ss quickly, that's a gotxl fellow.
An official accosted him as he came
out of his room. "I want to see you,

Uje

Sir Lemuel."
"Is that your tomtom at the door?
answered "the captain quite irrele-

vantly.
"Yes, Sir Lemuel."
"Well, Just wait here for a few minI've got to meet Lady Jones,
utes.

and I'm late."
Jumping into the cart he drove oft
„t .. furious clip. Fate, in the shape
ot tue ironciaa, swoojiea uown upon
him at the very gate. He met Lady
Jones face to face.
"Stop!" she cried excitedly. Where
you going. Sir Lemuel t
"l ui not Sir Lemuel!" roared back
the disappointed captain.
"Nice exhibition you're making of
yourself—chief commlssoner of Burare

ma!"
"I'm not the commissioner of Burma.
I'm not your 8lr Lemuel," he answered,
anxious to get away at any cost.
"The man Is mad. The next thing
you'll deny that I'm your wife."
"Neither are you!" roared the enraged captain, und away he sped.
Lady Jones followed. It was a procession, the red spokes 01 tho tomtom

twinkling In and out the bright patches
of sunlight as It whirled «long
tween the big banyan trees, ami Ijchlml
the carriage Iuidy Jones sitting
upright with set Hps. The captain
reached the wharf first. lie was d«,wu
the steps and Into a sampan like a shot.
rue
It was the only sampan there,
carriage dashed up at that Instant.
There was no other boat. There was

^

for It but to wait.
right," murmured the captain as he nothing
"Come, Lem; get into these duds and
drore home to dinner. "I seem to be
clear out!" cried the captain as he
getting along nicely. Lucky the old

cat's away."
The captain danced the opening quadrille at the ball with the wife of the
financial commissioner, and. bar a little enthusiastic rolling, engendered of
his sea life, and α couple of torn trains

POWDER

Absolut·!/ Pur·

day."

worth."

bundle on the deck?"
"They're native petitions, sir."
Larry took up one. It began with an
oriental profusion of gracious titles bestowed upon the commissioner and
went into busluess by stating that the
writer, Baboo Sen's wife, had got two
children by "the grace of God and the
kind favor of Sir Lemuel, the Father of
all Burmans," and the long petition
was all to the end that Baboo Sen
might have a month's leave of absence.
Larry chuckled, for he did not under
stand the complex nature of a Baboo's
English. The next petition gave him
much food for thought. It made his
The English was like
head ache.
logarithms. "Here," be suid to the
secretary, "you fix these petitions up
later. I'm not used to them."
He straightened out the rest of the
official business In short order. Judgments thut would have taken the wind
out of Solomon's sails he delivered with
a rapidity that made the secretary's
head swim. They were not all according to the code and would probably
not stand If sent up to the privy council. At any rate, they would give Sir
Lemuel much patient undoing when lie
The secrecame Into his own again.
tary unlocked the official seal and
worked it, while the captain limited
his signature to "L. Joues."
"That's not forgery," he mused; "It

lise in place
of Cream of Tartar
and Soda.

burst Into his cabin.
"You villain, I'll have you sent to the
Andamaus for this!" exclaimed the

Your wife'· waiting
"'"Quick!
said

dock,"

Larry.

on

the

"The average sufferer of fifty or so
will pour upon my head a deluge of
symptoms like this:
"
'Well, doctor, I'm miserable all
over, feverish one minute, freezing
the next. I've a gnawing paiu in my
hip and side and back and an all gone
sensation in the stoma, h, with a shootlug. netralgle headache over the left
eye. I hive a ritcer taste in my mouth,
a dizziness when 1 stojp over and a
dull a<-h·' up and down the rltfht side,
along with a kind of numbness. I
<>;tt^!i a lot. my throat's sore, and I've
the e.ilache.
Appetite's fair, but not
what it !:<>..M lie. I have a feeling of
lassitude, and I'm very weak. These
;:··(·

ί.-.v.î.

few υ!" my nriin symptoms.
t ·.'
I.'xehange.

Τίι»

I

o:*ly

To ι»

a

l.ior of tbe I'arlflr.

The red cl.iy which covers the deep
flojrs of the 1'acltic and the Indian
oceans is made up of refuse and residue
—that which .in withstand the strong
in It
chemical action of the Rases,
may be found decomposed volcanic

rock, pumice, zeolitlc crystals, manganese oxides, meteoric Iron, teeth of
sharks and ear bones of whales. Few
if auy shore de|iosits are apparent lu it.
The rock is vitreous refuse, belched
forth by subterranean or insular voh
The minerals are supposed to
canoes.
bo of cosmic origin—planetary dust and
meteoric fragments that have fallen
into the sea and have become disintegrated. The great quantity of sharks'
teeth remains quite unaccounted forât least their apparent gathering together in these ocean basins Is considered very strange.—J. C. Van Dyke Id
"The

Opal

Seal."

Miming FIT· Franc Ρ1μ·.

A

Fully half the grownup people of
Prauce believe the old story that Napoleon Uouaparte put a check for 100,000
fruuce lu u silver the franc piece and
that the colu Is yet In circulation. They
say that the |»eople did not want the
Ave franc piece and that In order to
create a demand for it Napoleon resorted to the device mentioned. The
check or treasury order, It is said, wai

written upon asbestus paper and in·

closed in the metal at the time the cola
was

Thousands of Ave franc

made.

annually broken open and
have been so inspected since the story
of the check was tirst circulated.

pieces

are

Rlnht of Way I· New York.
Most people in New York think 1'ncie
Sam's mail wagons are supreme. They
are not. The hospital ambulance come*
I.lfe is more sacred than mall,
Urst.
aud when the ambulance gong gongs
clear the track. Next In Importance la
the tire engine.
Property is more important than mail, and when the engine loots and the bells ring clear the
Then the mail wagons, which
way.
have precedence over everything but
the ambulance uud lire eugine. This
la settled by city ordiuance.—New York
Press.

Two WltatiiN,
In order to test a Chinese
qualification for taking the
English magistrate asked him
day where he expected to go

died.

witness'
oath ao
the other
when he
lie replied, "Peking," aud waf

disqualified.

One in another English court, a little
answer to that questlou said,
"I don't know." The horrified counsel
called the Judge's attention to the an-

girl, in
swer.

"Oh, I don't kuow, either," «aid

the Judge.

"Swear the witness."

San Worshiper·.
One of the best friends the tailor baa
la a spell of warm, bright sunshine. It
shows up the shabby [>ortions of dreM
and reveals Its faded parte In unmistakable fashion, with the result that
the wearers soon And their way to the
tailor and order a fresh supply of up to
date styles.—Tendon Tailor and Cutter.

Mlracalona Maltiplleatloa.
Λ lady who recently bought a dinner
service consisting of fifty-four piece·
for £1 3s. was Informed by her housemaid the next day that the bargain
had become still more wonderful, for
it now consisted of 1,125 place·.—

Punch.

Dlaappolatlae.
Have you any
Mrs. Justlooklng
hand embroidered waists? Salesman
(who has waited on her before)—I'm
very sorry to disappoint you, madam,
but we have.—Chicago New·.
—

That had tho desired effect. Sir Lemthey swept a little too dote, be manuel iKicame as a child that had played
aged It pretty well. The secretory had
Do not try to drive your employ··
piloted him that far. Then Mrs. Ley- truant.
ne ahead of you. but keep ahead of them
"What have you doue, Larryï
burn swooped down upon him.
"You've ruined me!" and Invite them to come on.—Succea·
There is an adornment indigenous to cried pathetically.
"No; I've doue you good. And Γτ· Magasine.
every ballroom in the east, known aa
as
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Tuesday evening an enthusiastic Rerally wu held in Odeon Hall.
β meeting was addrsessd by Got.
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Sunday
la
advance.
If
Tkkm· :—#1.50 a retr
paid strictly
on Mason Street.
ara cordially invited.
connected
otherwise
Otherwise $3.00 a year. Single copia» 4 oaota.
Universalis! Church. Sunday School mi]f
Mrs. Charlee Mason has been quite ill
All legal hItmUmbwdii Sunday at 1040a.il
A DTurnauKxra :
for several days.
JO
ara riven three coaaeettre uaaxttoaa tor 91
Thursday morning the oommunity
The social event of the season waa the
per Inch In length of column. Special contracta
to learn that Mr. Timothy
made with local, traaaleat anU yearly adverdaat Academy Hall laat was shocked
given
reception
era.
H. Jewett had died suddenly. Mr.
Monday evening in honor of Rev. and Jewett waa at the time of his death colJo· Frame —New type, faat presses, electric Mr*. C. A. Knickerbocker.
Although
bad been prominent
power, experienced workmen and tow prtoaa
ie the popular pa·tor lector of taxee and
combine to make thla department of oar baa!· Mr. Knickerbocker
He
in town affairs for many years.
of the Univerealiat church, this reception
η ess complete and popular.
a widow and one daughter.
leaves
Unee
to
denominational
waa not confined
Thursday afternoon and evening Oarbut participated in bj the entire village
uifttuc conxa.
to land Chapel was a busy place aa the
and
summer
proved
and
the
guests,
Single Copies of the Democrat are tour centa
ladles of the Congregationalist society
each. They will be mailed oa receipt of price by be an exceptionally pleasant occasion.
mid-summer fair. Aa
the μ u blither· or for the convenience of patron· The decoration of the ball by Mr. Daniel held the annual
jingle coplea of each lssaa have been placed oa | Winslow of New Tork was in the bigbeet usual the room w*S made attractive
•ale at the folio win* placee la the Coaaty :
with decorations and tablee covered with
artistic taste. As the guests arrived they
Brook·' Drag Store.
South I'arle,
the dainty handiwork of the ladies. Ice
KnickerShuttle*'· Drug Store.
Mrs.
and
Rev.
received
were
by
cream and
candy booths were well
Norway,
Noyes' Drag Store.
bocker, Mr. and Mrs. Atwood, Ex-GovStone'* Drug Store.
Mrs. patronized. One of the attractions was
and
Mr.
Miss
and
Poatmaater.
Perham,
ernor
Alfred
Cole,
Buckdeid,
well filled with babies and
the
A. K. Lewla, Inaurance Oilice.
Fryeburg,
Thayer and Mrs. Jackson. A musical smallparlor
Mr·. Harlow. Poet ΟβοβPari· 11 111,
children under the care of their
a very high order was given
of
program
Samuel T. White.
Weat Parla,
and the table filled with pretty
by Miss Olive Thompson of Portland, mothers,
for the
younger ones
James Thompson of Portland, and things from toys
Mr.
State Election Monday, Sept. ιο.
to the dainty dolls1 hats which won the
Miss Vivian Edwards of Constantinople,
hearts of the little girls. Automobile
as follows:
of the
Mosxkowskl. | rides were also a pleasing feature
Piano Solo, Air de Ballet,
For Governor,
1
six
At
entertainment.
afternoon's
Mia· Thompson.
Violin Solo.
o'clock the supper tables attracted a
William T.
an.
U
era
Edw.
a. Shepherd's Dance
the dining room. Tbe
Brahma. large number to
b. Hungarian Dance
of Rockland.
ladies are much pleased with the success
Mr. Jamee Thompsoa.
Ellen WrtghL both
Vocal Solo. Violets,
socially and financially and are very
Hill Mw&nls.
for the liberal patronage they
For Representative in Congress,
Slndlng grateful
Piano Solo, Marche Ο retenue,
received from the strangers who are soMtaa Thompson.
CHARLES E. LITTLEFIELD,
Leonard.
Violin Solo, Souvenir de Bade,
journing here for a short time, also the
Mr. Thompson*
of Rockland.
home friends.
Vocal Solo, "Beloved, It la morn,"
Mr. and Mrs. Fred P. Chandler and
Florence Aylwaxd.
Edward*.
Mlaa
For Senator,
family returned from Quebec Thursday
The work of all these artists waa above and returned to their home in South
of Bethel.
HENRY H. HASTINGS,
criticism and such as is rarely heard in Paris Friday.
For Clerk of Courte,
Mr. N. R. Springer is gaining very
the country.
Following the musical part of the en- satisfactorily.
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, of Norway.
Or. I. A. Wight and family are enjoytoastmaster, after
tertainment, the
For County Treasurer,
introductory remarks, presented the fol- ing a vacation at Peak's Island.
Pari·.
of
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
Tbe concert to be given by the Unilowing program of toasts and responses:
H. E. Hammond. veraalist society Aug. 22 in Odeon Hall,
Paris Hill of Former Time·,
For County Attorney,
E.
O.
Rev.
Taylor.
Parla Hill's Church History,
will be one of the pleasing entertainof
Parts Hll.'a Famous Tourmaline Mine,
CHARLES P. BARNES,
of the summer as all are interestLoren B. Merrill. ments
ed in those who will appear, also Miss
Parla Hill's Political History.
For Register of Deeds,
Ex-Gov. Sidney Perham.
who will assist.
of Pari», Parle Hill's W· men. Dr. Charlotte F. Hammond. Griffin,
J. HASTINGS BEAN,
Paris Hill as a Summer Besort,
Greenwood.
For Register of Deeds, Western District,
Charles L. Caas, Esq.
of Fryeburg. Paris Hill's Possibilities,
Haying ia becoming more an event of
ECKLKY BALLARD,
Bev. C. A. Knickerbocker.
the past as the days go by, although
For County Commissioner,
With such a list of subjects and speak- there is much to be cut yet, including
reeach
that
is
of Canton. ers the conclusion
easy
meadow·. But what cold night· we are
ADKLBERT DELANO,
and
sponse was interesting, instructive
having (or the middle of August; only a
For Sheriff,
is
*
It
full.
in
worthy of publishing
few degrees above the freezing point for
Paris.
of
is
R.
this
HUBBARD,
that
HIKAM
matter of regret
impossible. several mornings in succession, and reAfter the speaking light refreshment* port has it that froat has been seen on
For Representatives in the Legislature,
social
intercourse low land.
and
served
were
of Norway.
ALBERT J. STEARNS,
indulged in to a late hour.
Again we are indebted to our cousin,
of Buckfield.
P. Thompson, Mrs. Mrs. H. B. Maxim of Hartford—postFKED R. DYER,
William
Dr.
of
Olive
and
Miss
Thompson
of
office Buckfield—for a late copy of the
WILLARD B. WIGHT.
Newry. Thompson,
have been spending the Christian Herald. It is a weekly paper
of Mexico. Portland, who
ELWIV H. GLEASON,
summer at Elmhurst, returned to their of the highest order, and always comes
of Rumford.
JERRY H. MARTIN,
home last Thursday.
brim full of religious and moral reading.
Hiram.
of
ALMON YOUNG,
At the annual meeting of the Paris But although it >B trying hard to cause
Hill Golf Club last Wedneeday evening, the world to grow wiser and better, it
of Stoi
ALMON EMERSON,
the following officers for the ensuing seems determined to go the other way.
year were elected:
Mrs. A. S. Brooks has been on the sick
Coming Events.
Hreel lent—Charle· F. Matliewnon.
list for a week and under the care of Dr.
Treasurer— PreaU*· Cummlnoa.
Packard. Her daughter, Mary, is at
Se μι. 4
Oxford fumons ti range. oUafleUl.
A-sletaui Treaa.—Mr·. C. P. Harlow.
home to care for her. She is now said
Sec re tar v—Ml m Helen R. Cole.
Boanl -or Manager*—The President, TreMurer to be slowly convalescing.
NEW ADVKKTlSKMBNT*.
C.
M
lu
Julia
Snow,
and Secretary, er-ojfcto,
Tes, history repeats itself; one year
MIm Gertrude M. Brown, MIm Julia F. Carter,
the
Mien Clara Caae.
•1.75 Buy· » Uootl Carriage l'mbnslla.
ago the day for the grove meeting at
Keuinnni Sale.
Green· Committee—Mine Gertrude M. Brows, Pond was all that could be desired, and
The Shaw Bu*lne«d College.
Mr. Fred W. Shaw. MIm Julia F. Cuter.
this year it was equally so. The auFruit Jar» an<l PwervlnK Pote.
Forty-two was the number making up dience numbered 400, and more would
l.*ttle· Buy Hevelatlou Shoe·.
the
Universto
Hill
Paria
the
Cent·».
delegation
Don't Pay Kitty
have been there had not their baying deFor Sale.
alis grove meeting at Dearborn's Grove, tained them at home. But history reAc.
Ice, Coal. Wood,
Bryant Pond, last Wednesday. Rev. C. peated itaelf yesterday in more ways
J. Augustus Record, Signe.
A. Knickerbocker wan one of the preach- than one. It may be recalled that on
Parker's Hair Balaam.
Wear Fltzezy Shoe».
A most perfect and the former occasion we assisted Exers of the occasion.
delightful day added to the charm of the Governor Perham down the descent to a
Mala· New· Not·*.
drive to and from the grove. On the re- seat near the speaker's stand, and were
turn trip those of the Pari· Hill delega- well
paid in thanks. Yesterday we reof West Pari·
the same act and were rewarded
John Cuiutuings of Somerville, Mass., tion who came by way
peated
new
of
the
to an inspection
in a similar manner. Do what we may
who was assisting in loading a vessel at were treated
and
that
at
church
village
for that good old gentleman, it will only
(Georgetown, was drowned by the upset- Universalis it a model of
beauty and repay him in part for what he did for us
pronounced
ting of a small boat.
convenience. It is well worth a long in former years.
The poet office at Monroe was robbed journey to examine it.
her
Miss Ethel Woodis celebrated
Mian Marion Hallett of Boston came to 10th birthday Wednesday evening, and
Tuesday night of $15 in stamps and
to
is
known
which
several letters, one of
Mr·. Ε. H. Jackson's the first of last those who attended report it a very
have contained a check for ten dollars.
week.
pleasant festival. The company number£. A. Daniels and ion Orland are ed about 50, and presents were brought
"Dr." Paul Castor of Lewiston is
at
Gilead,
ten
days camping
in to the amount of Ave dollars, one-half
under arrest charged with a criminal spending
mountains, etc.
of which was money. The treat consistoperation upon a young woman from climbing
the
fair
society
The
Baptist
given by
ed of ice cream and cake, the latter servlier recovery is considered
Wilton.
last week was well attended and netted
doubtful.
ing for a while as a chandelier on which
the sociçty about fifty dollars.
sixteen wax candles burned for a while,
It is announced that an increase in
Kimball C. Atwoud, Esq., of New thus producing a very pretty effect.
wages of ten per cent will go into effect York, was the guest of his brother,
and
Brunswick
Falls
Lisbon
in
the
George M. At wood, last week.
West Bethel.
Charles L. Case and family drove to
paper mills on Sept. 1st and an eight
hour day on April 1st.
Dog days and drouth.
Turner Saturday to meet old friends
Much meadow grass is still standing in
over the scenes where several
Carl Hill man of Island Falls, aged 15, and look
of Mr. Case'· boyhood were spent. Pleasant River valley.
went canoeing and dropped a 4">-calibre years
Elmer R. Briggs of South Paris visited
There will be another golf tournament
revolver in the bottom of the canoe.
on Friday and Saturday of his father and brothers last week.
link·
the
at
When he picked the weapon up, muzzle
Harry N. Mills and family are moving
this week. Mr·. Brown will give the
tirst, it was discharged, the bullet passto Gorham, Ν. Π., where he has emtea Saturday afternoon.
windneck
close
to
the
his
ing through
Kev. A. K. Baldwin of South Paris ployment.
pipe and jugular vein, and out near the will
Miss Cora Sylvester of Salem, Mass.,
preach at the Baptist church next
is
in
concolumn,
lie
a
critical
spinal
visited her friend, Mrs. Maude O'Reilly,
Sunday, at the usual hour of service.
dition and not expected to recover.
Carroll I. Hooper of Boston is with last week.
Prank Tyler and two children of BosThe Baroness Erggslot, having shot relatives here.
and
Kev. C. R. Tenney of Auburn gave an ton have been vieiting relatives here
tigers ami other ferocious wild game,
is coming to Maine for deer and moose. excellent sermon at the Universalist in Mason.
E. R. Briggs was recently visited by
The Biudeford Journal suggests that church Sunday, in exchange with Rev.
she should wait until the season is at Mr. Knickerbocker. Mr. Knickerbocker bis daughter and two granddaughters of
Mrs. Ella A. Wight and
its height and the woods full of thought*
spoke to his old parishioners, having South Paris,
it-was-a-deer sportsmen if she wants to been formerly pastor of the church in children.
Miss Octaviii J. Grover, who has spent
Mrs. Knickerbocker accomget some sport that will make the ex- Auburn.
citement of jungle hunting seem fiat, panied him, and they are spending a a month in Berlin, Ν. H., came home
last Wednesday.
•tale and unprofitable in comparison.
few days there.
The days are growing short, and the
Universalist Circle at Academy Hall
At Lisbon Falls early Thursday mornAdmission as nights are cool and clear.
next
evening.
Friday
ing burglars attempted to blow the safe
Edith A. Briggs, who has employment
in the post office, but the charge· blew usual.
in Norway village, recently spent a day
out at the bottom of the door and access
West BuckfleUL
in her old home after an absence of five
About six
to the safe was not gained.
Edith and Virgil Barrett of Barrett years.
dollars was taken from the money
Mrs. Elsima Coffin of Berlin, Ν. H., is
at Harry Buck's the first of the
drawer. One man met the burglars on were
visiting her brother, L. D. Grover, and
the street, and was ordered by them to week.
W. Frank Brown.
Edson Merrill and wife went to Lewis- her sister, Mrs.
get into the house, an order which, ton
Hazen B. Lowell, with three hired
Tuesday.
under the circumstances, he obeyed,
has
been
doing the haying on the
Thos. Bradbury and wife came over men,
while they made good their escape.
farm of Nathan G. Mills in Mason.
from Norway Tuesday.
Miss Lulu Mason of Portland spent
Bennie Taylor and wife were at their
Harry Chase of Auburn, 19 years of
the past week with friends and former
age, was drowned in Lake Auburn on farm Sunday.
the afternoon of Saturday, the Uth.
Mr. Staples of Bridgton was through schoolmates in this village.
Charles Ruggles, who has long been
He was in a canoe with two companions here with essences, etc., Tuesday.
in the mill of Merrill,
when it upset. They were within two
Mrs. Emma Bonney is at Buckfield night watchman
rods of the shore, and the other two got this week. Jessie Bonney is picking Springer Λ Co., has gone to South Paris
to work for the Mason Manufacturing
out, but Chase went down. When the blueberries for Daatine Turner.
body waa recovered a bruise waa found
Dorothy Buck fell from a stone wall Co.
Albion P. Mason, 72 years of age, has
on the forehead, and it ia supposed that Tuesday and hurt her arm quite badly.
on
he struck the edge of the canoe, making
There was a dance at O. D. Warren's mown and raked all the upland nay
bis farm by hand, and conveyed it to his
him unconscious. He was a graduate last Saturday night, the 11th inat.
barn on a wheelbarrow.
of Edward Little High School in this
North Parte.
class.
—

Cobb,

Norway.)
j
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—
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year'·

Note·

of

the

Political

Campaign.

Hon. Charles E. LittleHeld will speak
at Hebron, Monday afternoon, Aug. 27,
at 2:30 o'clock.

Candidate Davis didn't make quite the
hit that he at tirst thought he had, when
in the course of his speech at Rumford
Falls on the 10th, he produced three bottle· of whiskey which had been par-

chased "under his personal supervision"
in as many different places in that town
that afternoon. It appears that the
liquor waa purchased by a resident of
the town who was known to the dealers,
so that it is not by any means demonstrated that there is an open shop in the
town, or that a stranger could procure
But the most striking
liquor there.
poiat about the proceeding is that the
two Democratic deputy sheriffs of Rumford, to whom first belonged the duty of
enforcing the law against the sale of
liqnor, sat on the stage with Mr. Davis
aa he spoke, and were among those who
applauded loudeet. The affair waa
hailed at first as the great sensation of
the campaign, but when people oome to
consider it in all its bearings, they can't
seem to understand how it is going to
help the prospects of either the Democratic candidate for governor or the
Democratic sheriff who is a candidate
for re-election.
The John Beta Association.
The teath annual gathering of the descendant· of John Bean, who settled in
Kxeter, Ν. H., about 1660, will be held in
Lawrence, Mau., September 13, at the
Franklin House. A large attendance ia
expected because of the great interest of
the family in the reoeat discoveries in reto its finit American progenitor, to
gard
be reported by the genealogical committee.
The meeting will begin at 10 ▲. m.,
and a short recess will be taken about
11:30 whea a light lunoh will be served,
the regular hotel dinner will be served
at 2 p. m. in the hotel dining room which
will be reserved for the association.
The customary informal reception by
local members to those arriving the
previous eveniag will be held ia the parlors
of the Franklin House whieh will be

oflcial headquarters.

A. D. Littlehale has been on the sick
Oxford.
list for a few day·, but ia now better.
Misa Alice Gilmore of Baltimore ia
Willis Walker and wife from Norway
visiting Misa Jennie Hayes.
viaited at Ernest Mason's Aug. 13th.
Gen. Horatio King and wife of New
A. D. Littlehale has cut the hay which
York and Mrs. Verrill visited at G. E.
he bought on A. D. Andrew·' long
Hawkes' last week.
meadow.
T. A. Roberts Post and Corps held a
As Ε. E. Field and family were going
at Dr. H. R. Karris' cottage on
to West Sumner recently they saw a picnic
the
deer
on
bog
bridge.
young
A grange picnic was held at Camp
Mrs. Let Bessey from North Paris,
Caldwell's Grove, on Tuesday.
and niece, Mrs. Weecott, from Portland, Oxford,
Rev. Mi. Newport and family spent a
visited at Β. K. Dow's Aug. 15.
few days at Dr. Ferris' cottage last week.
Alton Verrill went to Woodstock on
Denmark.
Tuesday to attend the funeral of bis
St.
Louis, Mo., cousin, Mrs. Eva Howe.
Mr. Briah Warren of
Mrs. Verrill and little son bave been at
is visiting friends here. Mr. Warren
was born in this town and has been in Lake Richardson camping with her sisthe west over fifty years. Also Mr. Har- ter's family.
The students of Camp Oxford gave a
rison Allen, who also come· from the
concert at Welchville Saturday evening
west and was a native of this town.
Rev. W. G. Palmer, pastor of the for the benefit of the M. E. church in
Congregational church here, has accept- that place.
ed a call at Wilton, Me., and will assume
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Walker of Portland
are visiting relative· here.
charge of that church Sept. 1st, '06.
Geo. Kavanaugh of Portland spent
The annual fair and sale by the ladies
of the Congregational church waa held Sunday here.
Mrs. Mary Dawes is spending a week
Thursday evening, lfitb, and was largely
attended. Miss Susie Walker's readings with her son, Walter Dawes, at his cotwere a feature of the evening, also the tage at Lake Auburn.
Miss Hunter of Auburn is visiting
singing by Mrs. Ciancey of Portland.
There was other entertainment which friends here.
Baked
bean
Mise Mary Andrews, who has been ensapgave great pleasure.
per was served, also loe cream. Total gaged in nursing in Dr. Way's family in
Portland, ia at home at her sister's, Mrs.
receipts about ISO.
Holden's. She fell down stairs and re-

ceived severe injurie·, cutting a bad
(Ulead.
scalp wound, which reauired eighteen
Beautiful h arreating weather, bat rain stitchee. Dr. Barker of Norway, who is
ia Deeded much in tbie vicinity.
attending her, pronounce· her aa doing
Lut Saturday night therewaa afire well.
diaoovered in J. W. Bennett'· back store.

it waa extinguished.
Mra. Helen Seribner came up to her
aister's, Mra. A. D. Wight's, laat Saturday, to viait her family, returning Sun-

By peralatent effort

day.

Mr. S. R. Bennett remains about the
They had a oonaultation of phyaioiana Wedneaday and decided to take
him to the hoapitaL
There waa a very intereeting entertainment at the fair of the Mt. fulls ThursPeople
day afternoon and evening.
Shelburae and
came from Gorham,
full.
Ioe
waa
ball
ae
the
Haatinga,
The
cream, cake, etc., waa served.
of the fair amoaated to about
aame.

proceeds

I tepubHauu Can't Take all th# Credit
WMt Paris.
Id catting «boat for » campaign lain·
a
seriweek
lut
of
forenoon
reha?·
Tuesday
Rev. and Μη. ▲. W. Pottle
accident oocnrred here oo the vhlob might appeal to "th· peepul" the
ons
tained from their vacation.
: Democratic manager* In Maine made a
Rev. and Mr·. W. D. Athearn left G. T. B. R. Train 91 going west stopped
to be helped up the grade, the as- liaooTery. For half a century, with one
here
and
(or
Martha'·
Vineyard
Tuesday
this
slstant engine being plaoed at the rear of I >rief exception, the government of
other points.
been in the hand· of the ReWm. Spanlding left by train early in the train. Mr. A. E. Vallencourt, a itate had
to lock ; publican party, and it would be passing
the week, leaving hi· auto and chauffeur brakeman on No. 91, jumped off
tbe upper switch, and while the train ι itrange if there were not in their record
to entertain the people.
which would give a atriking
▲ Mr. Brown ana lady from Portland waa moving at moderate speed attenapt- something
His revelation of their indifference to the
rear of the van.
recently dined at Hotel Long. They ed to get on the
ntereeta of the people.
rode in a 50 horse power machine, and foot slipped, and he swnog under the
They found it—a great, big, juicy,
are abont so wheels of the assistant engine which ran
by the way, the machines
rioh
iHue, which woola show the people
that Capt Prince is greatly re- over the right leg near the ankle cutting
it completely off, and badlj mutilating low they were paying taxea to support
eved if a horse cuts up.
The firat time the
Mrs. Long and son Pierce are at their tbe left one to above the knee. Engineer ι great corporation.
William Cookson did not see the acci- Democrat heard of it was at the Oxford
tum mer home.
Democratic county convention, when
Mrs. Emily Loring of Lewiston is dent,- bnt the fireman, Mr. Harry Parker,
on it
was looking directly at Mr. Vallencourt Kr. McOiUicuddy brought to bear
viaiting old friends.
of oratory and
notable powers
mind his
of
with
utmost
the
and
is
Andover
presence
of
Helen
atopMrs.
Gregg
instant warning, and jumping off sarcasm, but since that time every
ping with R. C. Thomee.
und the limb with raw hide to pre- Democratic orator who has spoken has
Russell Tuttie has returned from a
one worked it to its full capacity.
six weeks' vacation in Boston and other vent bleeding almost before any
In brief, the Democrats discovered a
could reach the scene of the disaster.
points.
(act which had apparently been buried
Dr. A. E. Cole is renovating his store The freight immediately stopped and
in the archives of the state for years.
and dental room, making one of the took off their engine, No. 660, and after
by Dr. P. E. Wheeler tbe They didn't label it "the crime of '91"
greatest improvements of the age, from examination
uian was taken by tbe train crew to tbe and allege that it was surreptitiously
its conspicuous position.
but tbey did intimate
Frank Washburn is making improve- Central Maine General Hospital at Lew- smuggled through,
told
iston, the party being accompanied by that the people never had been
ments on his buildings.
about what an iniquitous measure it was.
Hotel Long is having bath rooms in- Dr. Wheeler. Tbe amputation of both
The disoovery was that away back in
limbs was considered necessary, and
stalled.
1891 the legislature of Maine—a RepubliFreeman Ellingwood of North Paris there seems but a small chance for his
can legislature, of course—authorized a
has recently visited his grandson John. recovery. Mr. Vallencourt bas a wife
Falls contract between the state of Maine and
Many went from this place to Canton and two children living at Rumford for the
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad by
and much sympathy is expressed
Thursday.
which the said railroad was to receive
"Look out, Mr. Tilton!" Looking tbem.
Mr. Η. H. Bates of New Haven, Conn., back from the atate, for a term of twenty
around, I saw a young horse and his
cent of the taxes
driver between me and an auto in a is spending a few weeks1 vacation here. yeara, ninety-five per
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Boody of Portland which it paid to the state, and in conof
the
door
The
millinery
great fright.
of Mrs. El va Ε. Locke for sideration therefor waa to carry free the
shop came open, and an excited voice are tbe guests
troops in time of war.
cried out, ''Come in here, Mr. Tilton." a couple of weeks.
And then they made another discovery,
Misa Bertha A. Emmons is at home
Yes, the people are kind; they give me
her that not only had that outrage been perthe easiest seats, and tell me in cold from Portland for a vacation with
petrated on the people in 1891, but later
weather I will feel better when warm parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. F. Emmons.
authorizBy invitation from Misa Ella Z. Berry, another Republican legislature
weather comes, and vice versa. I apMrs. A. D. Coburn, Mrs. S. T. White, ed a similar contract with the Washingkindness.
their
preciate
as
and Mr. E. R. Verrill accompanied her ton County Railroad, and even as late
West Sumner.
<o East Hebron to attend tbe Oxford 1903 a similar contract with the Somerset
Railroad was authorised.
Mr. and Mrs. Richmond Tuttie are County Free Baptist conference which
Pretty good point, wasn't it? Whether
was held there tbe 14th, 15th and 10th.
and
Mrs.
visited
Mr.
Harry
by
being
Mr. Fred Waterhouse has been paint- considered from the standpoint of showCrockett of Dixfield.
the people the huge gift which
Mrs. H. H. Chandler and two children ing and repairing tbe ao called John Wil- ing
made to
bad
of Medford, Mas*., are guests of Mr. lie houae and is moving bia family into Republican legislatures
rich railroad corporations—"profitable
the rent
and Mrs. Horatio Chandler.
the cool
has
as
Davis
Candidate
Sunday, tbe 19tb, waa the laat service roads,"
Geo. H. Barrows and family and Mel
assurance to term them—or from the
Barrows and family went to Mt. Mica held by E. R. Verrill at tbe Free Baptist
church. He will go from here to Wayne humorous standpoint of preparing in
for a day's outing Wednesday.
time of profound peace, for protection
Anna Heath, who has been staying to visit his mother, and thence to Island
of our Aroostook border against an inwith her sister, Mrs. Rosetta Ryerson, Falls, Aroostook Co., where the first of
Pulajanes or some other
September he is to take a position as vasion ofNothe wonder
left town Monday.
Democratic spellMr. tribe.
A message has been received by Lena principal of a high school tbere.
Verrill is an excellent young man and binders hailed it with delight.
Vining, who is visiting here, requiring liked
Now the trouble with all this argument
very much during bis stay here.
her immediate presence at home. Her
The raspberry crop was rather light, as put forth by the Democratic orators
brother, Fred Vining, of Abington,
is that it tells a form of half-truth. It
Mass., who has been ill for some time but blackberries are very plenty here is indeed true that
Republican legisof
and
quality.
good
10th
of pulmonary tuberculosis, died the
have
Over forty from this place attended latures made just such contracts as
inet. The young man spent a few weeks
a fact that
is
however
It
been
specified.
here about a month ago hoping to be the Univerealist grove meeting at Bryant's Pond last Wednesday and reporta these contracts were authorized before
benefited by the country air.
the road· were constructed, and that

Klenty

Gve

Mr. aod Mrs. J£. 1. beck of Ltvermore
Falls spent one day in town last week.
Mr. Beck is editor of the Livermore Falls
Advertiser.
The reunion of Co. F, 9tb Maine Volunteers, and Co. C, 8th Maine Volunteers,
will be held in the vestry of the Universalist church the 22d inst. They come
here by invitation of Comrade F. H.
Brown, who will have charge of the din·
ner and entertainment.
Maud Bates, formerly of West Sumner,
now of East Rochester, Ν. II., is spending a few weeks in town.
Bessie French and Lena Vining of
Abington, Mass., are guests of Mrs. Geo.
H. Barrows
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Chandler left
for Andover Tuesday to attend Pomona

Grange.
Mary A. Heald has gone to Peak's
Island to spend the remainder of the
month with friends.
The ladies of the Deaconess Home
went to Mt. Mica Tuesday and spent the

day. They

were

delighted with the

beautiful scenery in and around Paris

Hill.
Horace Farrar and wife went to Canton Thursday to assist in serving a public dinner.

Newry.

The community were greatly shocked
and eaddened by the death of Timothy
U. Jewett, which occurred Thursday
morning, Aug. 10, very suddenly, from
an attack of paralysis.
Though not in
robust health, he had been able to perform bis duties, both domestic and public, and was not the man one would
have picked out for a sudden death.
He leaves a widow, who has been a partial invalid for many years, and one
daughter, the wife of Carl Godwin, and
a dear little granddaughter, Miss Gwendolin, to mourn his loss. Great sympathy is felt for the bereaved family in
their great sorrow. Funeral services
will occur Sunday, 10th inst., at the
residence, under the auspices of the Odd
Fellows, of which order he was a member. The grange will also participate.
Mr. Xealy Thompson, who sold bis
farm rocently, has bought the Hoyt
place in North Rumford, and will very
soon move his family to their new home.
Merton Kilgore, who is in King's
Hospital in Portland being treated for
appendicitis, is expected to return home
in a few days. His wife is visiting him,
and will accompany bim home next
Tuesday, it is expected.
Mrs. Stevie Goudet is in poor health.
A party of six passed through the
town Thursday en route for Grafton on a
fishing excursion.
The drouth is very severe in this

locality.

Hebron.

Mrs. Margaret Tubbs Haskell wu
Dr. Crane
buried Sunday afternoon.
came from Squirrel Island to attend the
funeral.
A. M. Richardson and

family, Fred

and family, Cbas. Cummings and family, W. Scott Bearce and
Miss Agnea Bearce are spending the
week at Peak's Island.
Mrs. Mather and Mrs. Brown of Manchester, Ν. H., Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Tibbetts, Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Cushman
of Auburn, and Mrs. and Miss Wallon
of Winthrop,
Mass., are at Albion Cushman'8 for the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Hibbs and little
daughter have been at Alton Hibbs'.
On Wedneaday, we were pleased to
have a call from our old-time friends,
Mr. Sauiuel Barrows, Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Barrows of Auburn, Mr. Nathan Barrows and his two daughters of Kuoxville,
Tenn., and Rev. and Mrs. W. H. Clark
of Turner. Owing to ill health Mr.
Hiram Barrows and Mrs. Samuel Barrows were unable to come with them.
Marshall

Wilson's Mills.
Tkere has been a rush of visitors at
the rsrmacheenee Club1· headquarters.
Camp Caribou, and the guides are not
equal to the demand. S. W. Bennett
was down Wednesday, returning Thurs-

day.

Every available competent guide

ia now in the woods.
H. W. Fickett ia now at

H.

Laoonia,

N.

Rev. Wm. C. Perez exchanged with
the Upton minister, Aug. 12tb, the
Rev. Mr. Mains, who gave us a very
unique and practical sermon on "hiding
behind trees," and it seemed the right
thing in the right place, if only more of
As it ia we
our men had been present.
have plenty of trees to hide behind.
F. A. Flint, a former resident, now of
Farmington, is in town.

Byron.

George and Virgil Taylor have finished wore at Mexico and returned home.
James Taylor haa returned home from
East Dixmont.

Several of the farmers around here are
still at work haying.
Mrs. Chas. Young returned to her
home in Livermore Monday.
A. S. Young ia shingling hia stable.
Mrs. A. 8. Young went to Mechanic
Falls cam ρ meeting Wednesday.
Mr. Amass Whitney and Mra. Myrtle
Whitney of Weld viaited at S. Taylor's

Sunday.
A.

S.

daughter,

Young, accompanied by
Mrs. Godlng, and Mra.

hia
Mc-

roi

jr cujujuuiu \iaj·

form
Rev. Isabella S. Macduff went to Gor- they were in their essence limply a
Ν. H., Monday of last week, vislt- of exempting from taxation for a term of
iam,
;
I ng with friends until Wednesday, when year· a new enterprise not then existing,
in order to encourage the building of
1 ihe attended the grove meeting, returning
that enterprise, indeed, perhaps to fur1 jere on the afternoon train.
The Methodist Sunday Schools here nish the inducement which will insure
the enterprise.
< ind at North Paris united in a picnic last the building of
Towns have done the same thing
tVednesday at W. β. Hammond's Grove
with manufacturing
Between thirty and numerous times,
ι it Trap Corner.
the act is criticised
forty attended and the occasion was enterprises, and while
no
is
doubt that in many
there
nost pleasant for all present.
by some,
Mrs. C. H. Bates is receiving a visit cases it haa led to the establishment of
from her sister from New Haven, Conn. enterprises which have been of great
Mrs. S. T. White was visited last week permanent benefit to the municipality.
it is
by her father, Mr. Charles Tucker, of If so in the case of towns, certainly

Colebiook,

Ν. H.
Mrs. A. J. Ricker accompanied by her
iaughter Mabel went Tuesday of last
week to Falmouth to visit Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Ricker. Miss Ricker has returned home, and Mr. Ricker went to Falmouth Sunday with the intention of remaining with Mrs. Ricker for a week's
vacation.
Mr. James P. Curtis lost a valuable

much more so in the case of the state
and new railroad·, for a railroad once
built is a permanent affair, which can
not be moved to some other place, and
iu new territory it open» up for development new resources, and not only adds
to the value of the state its own value,
but increases largely the value of the
property lu its vicinity.
That is just what has happened in the

friends in town. They were
panied by their guests, Mr. and
8. Bryant of Bridgewater, Mass.

accom-

Mrs. W.

Brownfield.
The remains of Mrs. A. Barrows of
Nebraska were brought to this town for
burial. Mr. Barrows and Dr. and Mrs.
McCalester camo with them.
Mr. Η. H. Bean from California is
visiting his brother, Ε. B. Bean.
Dr. Tarr gave a very interesting lecture at town hall: The Persevering

Lincoln.

There are a good many strangers in
town.
Mrs. Whitney is on the sick list, also
J. L. Frink.

East Sumner.

Lawren Keen and daughter Mildred,
Geo. Bradeen and Blanche Dowus are
camping at Four Ponds.
Winelow J. Ileaid and his sister,
Aggie Heald, and his cousin, Flattie
Snell, are at his cottage at Rangeley

Lake.
Cyrus B. Heald of Sabattus

was in
town last week calling on old friends.
Several from the place went to Canton
on Thursday to attend the St. Rocco
affair of Marco Lavorgna'e.
Co. F, 9tU Maine Regiment, meet for
J.
reunion at Frank
their annual
Brown's, West Sumner, on Wednesday,
Aug. 22d.
Annual meeting of Sumner Veteran
Soldiers at East Sumner on Wednesday,
Aug. 29.

been an investment of several millions in
the remarkable development of Millinocket, on that road, as well as other indirect present and future benefits from
the building of the road which it is impossible to estimate accurately.
And please do not forget that the contracts were authorized before the roads
No taxes have been abated
were built.
on any property that existed at the time
The
the contracts were authorized.
state has not abated one cent of taxes
which it had been receiving before the
abatement.
Also bear in mind that when the
twenty years' exemption expiree, in
about five years, the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad will pay to the state an
annual tax of probably $60,000 from
property which did not exist at the
time of the abatement.
But good or bad, fair or unfair, these
were Republican measuree, passed by
Republican legislatures, and the Republicans are responsible for them. So say
the Democratic orators. And they say
the measures are absurd in form, inequitable, outrageous. And they are

Republican measures. Well, we are
glad to accept the responsibility, and
would be glad to take the sole credit, If

any. But let us see.
In all these legislatures which passed
these acts there has been a minority of
Democrats. And as they were a minority, and sometimes a rather small
minority, it could not be expected that
they would accomplish much in constructive legislation along the lines of

their
distinctive
party principles.
Rather it has been their function to
watch carefully the legislation of the
A number from here attended the
vicious
East Bethel.

grove meeting at Bryant's Pond.
Mr. Nelson Austin, on account of poor
health, has sold the mail route from
Hanover to Locke's Mills to Mr. F.
Brown of Hanover.
A dance at the Grange Hall Wednesday evening was well attended. Ice
cream aud cake was served.
Mrs. Etta Bean in company with Mrs.
Martha Bartlett of Hanover is spending
a short vacation at the White Mountains
»nd will visit Rangeley Lakes returning
home.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Bartlett and Mr.
tnd Mrs. Fred C. Bean spent a short vacation at Camp Comfort last week.

South Rumford.

;rouud

Oar remnant counter is filled with piece· left over from onr aummer atock,
be net toucbee him and Invariably
dur· f rom theee piece· yon ceo get school drawee, waists end skirts et nearly One-H»](
This
aonnts perpendicularly.
oaoe t lie
icteristic propensity to ascend at
Begnlar Price.
wbo
uuj be observed by any person
ONE LOT of Venetian, mohair and mixtnree, enough for ladies' skirt·.
'treads up" α lark In a field and sati»
ONI LOT of cheviot, Indie twill, broadcloth and mixture·, enough for cbiltbe
at
actorily Illustrated by releasing,
lark <j ren'· dreeaee and skirts.
tame moment, a newly captured
from a cage or bat
nid a
ONE LOT
waistlngs, satin··, lawn and white good·, suitable for want,.

fancy

sparrow

vltblu the precincts of a room. Wblle
ONE LOT of flannelette· in pretty deeign for shirt waiata and dressing
be sparrow will fly off horizontally,
■ icqoea.
and
window
tbe
lash himself against
the
ONE LOT of craab, both in the bleached and nnbleached.
le almost stunned from tbe shock,
! ark will almost always mount upREMNANTS of ginghams, lining·, cretonne·, ailkoline, print and percale.
there
vard to the celling and flutter
REMNANTS of hamburgs, ribbons and lace that will become useful.
reach
'or a time In vain efforts to
he sky before he attempts any other
to
110,1e of exit; but this bablt Is fatal
would
lim In the netting season. He
indeed
generally t-e able to escape, aa
lie bunting or clod bird, the sparrow

uid the lluuet constantly do, by flying
aa be
straight forward; but ascending,
mo·
loes. directly from tbe ground the
lient his wings have touched tbe upper
>ait of the net it is suffered to drop

suddenly, and his capture is rendered
inevitable.—Loudon Standard.
Aa Incident of Life I· K*w

York.

lined
The street beggar with pockets
R-lth money is a fairly familiar figure
free diaif city life, but one of tbe
an
lensarles reports an Instance of
on tbe
free
medicine
to
get
itiempt
a place
plea of poverty that deserves
of good stories of
the
in

Norway, Maine.
|

ter

catalogue

the
iiave their mediclue made up by
woman,
apothecary. This particular
It should be said, had giveu satisfactory answers to all the questions put
sbe
to her designed to show whether
Sud·
was a proper subject for churlty.
robbed!
ileuly there was a cry: "I'm
Tbe victim was this
I'm robbed!"
woman, who so far forgot her previous
to assert that ber
as

party in power, and see that no
acts are passed.
And as the Democratic party is distinctively the party of the people,—we
know it is, for they say so themselves—
any legislation which was calculated to
enrich the corporations out of the taxpayers would be their particular abhorrence.
υι

course, men,

wueu

wieso

raiiiuam

to which reference ia made came up
before the legislature, the Democratic
their powers of
exhausted
leaders
rhetoric ia opposing them at the committee hearings, and when it came to a
rote in the respective houses, of course

acts

they demanded

a

themselves forever

roll call and placed
record as opposed

on

iniquitous scheme.
Why, certainly, of course they did.
The idea!
But interested parties have unkindly
looked up the matter, and the revelation
is surprising. Not only was the Bangor
and Aroostook abatement advocated by
of Democrats, including
a number
Major Dickey, the Democratic dean of
the house, but it seems to have gone
through with general approval, ana not
a vote was recorded against it in either
to

the

Ζ Gammon and wife recently visited
bis brother, William Gammon, in Stonebam λ
Lee Elliott is working on the river and
boards at Willard Wyman's.
Mrs. John Russ has two boarders who
work on the river. They are "shingling
logs" in thelogan on Geo. Elliott's farm.
Mrs. Frances Hutchins is
keeping
bouse for her son, James S. Hutchins, at
Salt Bethel, while his wife is visiting
relatives in Boston and vicinity.
house.
George H. Jacob from Boston is visit·
And there's more to come. In the
ng at M. L. Wyman's.
of 1903, which passed the
Willard Wyman and his father-in-law, legislature
Somerset Railroad abatement, Hon.
[7. M. Elliott, at Rumford, fished up
Cyrus W. Davis, the Democratic candiBlack Brook Aug. 14th.
date for governor, who is working this
Mrs. Belle Jones and her son George
issue so hard, was a prominent and
bave moved on to a farm in Derry, Ν. H.
in fact, the moat promiBlanche Wyman is visiting her grand-, active member,
nent member on the Democratic aide.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Elliott, at Yet it ia not recorded that Mr. Davia
Rumford Corner.
bia voice in opposition to the
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Wyman celebrated raiaed
or voted againat it.
iheir golden wedding anniversary Aug. meaaure,
In fact, all tbeae meaaurea of abate10th.
ment aeera to have been approved by
The annual meeting of the Paris Hill
and Democrats both aa
Library Association was adjourned to Republicanato
calculated
prove of benefit to the
neet Wednesday, August 22d, at Hamlin
the Democrats, seeking an
Memorial Hall at 3 p. u. It is earnestly state, until
in this campaign, succeeded in dislesired that the ladies of the association issue
the absurdity and Inequity of
ι kttend this meeting for the election of covering
the Bangor and Aroostook contract
< iffloers for the coming year.
through the dust of fifteen years.
So if there is any credit to be attached
North Stoneham.
to the passage of these measures, we
Eddie McAllister and a gentleman are
sorry to say the Democrats must be
j rom Portland are visiting his mother, entitled to a modicum of it, and if there
] lirs. L. J. Gammon.
is odium attaching to it, the Democrats
Llxzie Dill from Portland has been must have a
larger share of it for not
( itaying a week with her mother, Mrs.
raising their voices, like the watch-dogs
j lylveeter Adams.
of legislation which they should have
Henry and James Barker of South been, to tell the people at the time of It
] Jncoln came to see their sister, Mrs. what wicked act· were
going through
ι ^m. Gammon, last week.
the legislature assembled in the state
John McAllister is cutting the grass house at
Augusta.

At this

B0bffaSl!KKM

of the year Broken Prices prevail
stores, and now's the time to buy.

season

throughout

our

You're the Gainer If You Come Now.
On Men's Suits You Will Save

$1

On Youths' Suits You Will Save

$2

On Knee Suits You Will Save
Odd Trousers, a Saving of
Knee Pants,

can, and when Jackson came in four
years later it was as a Democratic
Republican. It was during hi· time

Outing

that the latter half of the name was

Suits and

Outing

not to

50c

Trousers at

buy.

prices

to
to
to

40c. to

of

Saving

a

Not many Straw Hats left, but

dropped, and the party of Jefferson
too!; the name of tbe Democratic party.
It was not until 1854 that the present
Itepubllcau party assumed the name
wbieli the party of Jefferson and Jack-

10c.

$1.

$1.
25.

Great Reductions.

Equally
so

to

$6.
$3.

low you will be ashamed

F. H. NOYES CO.,

a

South

Paris,

(

Norway.

Stores, )

2

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

To Conciliate tlie God·.
Just at night, if you happen to be
within the gates of Canton, you will
witness one of the little performance·
that are supposed to deceive tbe prowling spirits of tbe night bent upon evil
intent, tbe while conciliating them
should they penetrate tbe deception.

Comfort Shoes for House Wear,
and can show you
ber if you come to

Each little and big shop possesses a
miniature fireplace built Into the side
of the entrance.
I'rayera printed on
riec paper form tbe fuel with which
to offer up incense to the "bogy man,"
who is supposed to make the nocturnal
visits. Beholding tbe smoke, he Is supposed to assume that no one live· within, and therefore pasaes by; but should
he catch on and stop to Investigate he
tinds that the prayer papers on the altar hear Inscription· attributing to him
such virtues and magnanimity that hi·
wrath is appeased and he turn· from
Edwin WUdman in
bis evil intent

save

a

large

very

us

can

you

line to select from. Rememfind all kinds of footwear anil

money.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Successors

OPERA HOUSE
We

to

BLOCK,
are

Smiley

ready

Shoe Store,

NORWAY, MAINE

to do all kinds of

Carriage Work.

—

C'buutauquau.

Wood, Iron and Painting.

Urmiltll.
George Washington died of a dlsetM
that was then called a quinsy, but
which Is now known as acute laryngi- Plows and
tis. Ills physicians treated him according to their best light and knowledge, but such treatment uow would Also all kinds of work
be little short of criminal. An eminent
ed to by
authority says that If medical men bad
known as much theu as they do now
the distinguished patient would probawork by
bly have beeu cured In α week. A· It
was, be slowly strangled to death by
the closing of his throat At the present time physicians treat a case of thi·
work
kind by tracheotomy—that is, by makinto
the
windpipe,
ing an opeulug
through which the putient may breathe.
and ornamental
They also diagnose a case by using
tbe Iaryugoscoi>e, which enables them
to look luto the throat and see exactly
what the trouble Is.
Acute

repairs constantly

on

usually

H.

Carriage

Ε.

Carriage

hand. Casting» of all kinds made

done at

F.

a

to order.

will be attend

carpentet's shop

MUZZY.

MARSHALL

H.

Foundry
by
MELLEN

J.

CUM MINGS.

painting by

JULIUS

A.

RECORD.

CUnniNQS HANUFACTURINQ CO.

Hnlra of Caterpillar·.
Several kinds of hairy caterpillars are
kuowu to have a poisonous effect ou
the human skin, notably the caterpillar of the processional·}· moth, so called
because the caterpillars march lu procession after their food. The scientist
Reaumur,fourni that this caterpillar's
hairs caused him considerable sufferlug in the hands for some days and
that when he rubbed his eyes his eyeEveu aplids, too, were inflamed.
proaching too near the nests of these
caterpillars has caused paiuful swellings on the necks of certain persons
from the caterpillar hairs floated by
the winds.

Agricultural
SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

at the F. C. Merrill

Foundry

and

Works,

Wear.

Fitzezy
Shoes

Are Pie Be ter· Η χ peer It cat

Why do people who eat pie Id secret
and lu the open, people who when they
order pie cast about them furtive
glances and people who do not care

—

WITH

—

Waukezy

who sees them engaged on pie one and
all talk anil behave aa If the consumption of pie constituted an unpardonable
sin whenever the subject is broached?
Why In polite circles composed of thoao
whose ancestors were brought up on
pie, even pie for breakfast, li pie hailed
with mirthful tittering?—Providence
lournal.

Rubber Heels
if you want
comfort.
the

Be Oeetle Wltk Bitter People.
How often we come across people In
life so disagreeable and bitter, rejecting all overtures of kindness we make
toward them, that we feel quite disheartened. Aud yet If we only knew
Ibelr life's history how much we should
perhaps Hud to forgive and pity, so
let us keep on with our good work
lutil we have thawed the Icicle· of
their hearts with the warmth of our

son

perfect

They have no linings or seams to chafe the foot,
Corns, Bunions *nd Tenderness disappear for the
that the

cause

is removed.

They

are

ami
rea·

made in both

Fashionable and Comfort Shapes.

Large Joints, Bunions, Corns, IngrowTenderness of Any Kind, just try a pair and

If you have

ing Nails

or

you will be convinced.

>wu.

J.

Speetal Ceae.

F. PLUMMER,

FurnUher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone KM-3.

BUSINESS COLLEGER

Kirs

■

$4.50.

.ill kind* Of Summer Clothing for Men, Boys and Children
are marked at prices that are badly broken.

lated its opponent, the old Federalist
of
party, which was the predecessor
the present Republican party. John
Quiucy Adams, tbe sixth president of
the United States who bad a leaning
to Federalism, was elected by tbe
house of representatives (none of the
?nmlidutes having a majority of the
electoral vote) as a national Republi-

A

iron

an

for

Now's the Time!

ing

"If
Wluslow calls tonight
Mr.
Mann of Ridlonville, attended the soldiera1 reunion at Portland iaat week.
nainma, what shall I say?"
< m Wm. Gammon's meadow and board·
Mra. S. Taylor and daughter Olive | ng at H. B. McKeen's.
"Say whatever your heart telle you
GALVESTON'S SEA WALL
Mason.
were at South Rangeley over Sunday.
ο say, my dear."
that
on
in
as
safe
aa
now
life
makes
city
W. H. Mason and wife visited in town
Virgil Taylor attended Pomona meet"But this Isn't one of thoee cases,
THE END OF THE WOBLD
the higher uplands. E. W. Goodloe,
Saturday.
ing at Andover Wednesday.
Β. H. Wolfe, of who resides on Dutton St., in Waco, ι nam ma. There la nothing to Mr. Winthat
robbed
>f
troubles
D. W. Cnshing has sold his work
1 tear Grove, la., of all usefulness, came Tex., needs no sea wall for safety. He dow except hie money."—Cleveland
Eut Waterford.
horses and bought him a driver.
Electric Bitters, writes: "I have used Dr. King's New ] Plain Dealer.
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson Fairbanks of ] rhen he began taking
Ε. H. Morrill sold J. M. Pbilbrook
"Two years ago Kidney Discovery for Consumption the past five
eleven veal calve· which weighed almost Boston are spending a few daya with J le writes;
rouble caused me great suffering, whloh
and It keeps me well and safe,
Mra. Martha Pride.
CMTlae«4.
twenty-eight hundred pounds.
survived had I not
fore that time I had aoough which for
Mr. and Mra. Fred Lovejoy of Boston j would never have
E. C. Row·, wife and company, were
Mr. 8pongely (slightly related)—Bplencured
also
1 iken Electric Bitters.
Now
They
yean had been growing worse.
and Henry Lovejoy, wife and daughter,
In town Sunday.
8nre cure for it's gone." Cures chronic Coughs, La lld! Magnificent! De you know, Uncle
1 ne of General Debility."
E. W. Rolf·, wife and son, were at of Passaic, N. J., are guests at G. A.
1 11 Stomach, Liver and Kidney com- Grippe, Croup, Whooping Congh and
311, I believe I shall never get tired
Miller'·.
Ervin Hutchinson'· Sunday.
Dis- !
Pneumonia. Pleasant to take. if seeing the sun set behind that hlU!
Mrs. Henry O. Rolfe is visiting In I ilaints, Blood diseases, Headache,
Mrs. Mabel Jlllaon of Harriaon is visit" I η ess and Weakness or bodily deollne. I Ivery bottle guaranteed at the pharmacy
Jncle Eli—That's what me aa* mother's
Albany.
ing ber uncle, A. E. Tyler.
V. A. Shurt-1 of P. A. Shurtlafl à Co. Price 60c. and
Mtt. Sidney Hall's Mat, Mrs. Nora ; 'rioe 60o. Guaranteed by
Carter and Hutohlason were la town
«finite' te tillt
Λ
free.
AO*
bottle
Trial
11.00.
11
eattle
lfith.
of
le
bet.
the
ι Tlttam,
Hollis, Tisltiiif
looking liter beef

8revente

seat

Time For Broken Prices.

picked

dropped

I have the bet-

rain.

BLUE STORES.

Ilcpublimn· wd Democrat·.
Tlie old Republican party, founded
most
by Thomas Jefferson, bad Its
vigorous life during tbe twenty-four
Madison and
years while Jefferson,
Monroe were in tbe Wbite House. Durthese years It completely annihi-

luid

sun or

umbrellas that have

fringed

OX ΜΆΙη flit·· Norway, Maine.

and that tbe
thief had got away with $90. Then
sbe lost tbe opportunity to get free
medicine, Urns adding, in her view,
iu-ult to Injury—New York Post
beeu

of

I AM ES Ν. FAVOR,

place

professions
pocket had

oil the

keep

grades

standard that goes up back of the

woman apgraft. A middle aged
a pre·
peared the other day and got
took ber
jcriptlou, after which sbe
iu the line of persons waiting to

son

CARRiMiE*000 <tt 7R
(JM 7C
* Ο UMBRELLA
ψί· /Ο
4>1That will

quarter of a ceuSince the building
case of these roads.
of the Bangor and Aroostook, the assess- tury before.—St. Louis Republican.

last week by the animal getting a
in the pasture.
There was a social dance at Dunham's ed valuation of the county of Aroostook
from $15,182,157 to
increased
has
Ball last Friday evening.
On Friday Mr. and Mrs. George D. 123,598,602, largely as the direct result
Mrs. of opening up that county to developRobertson and daughter and
Nellie Bryant of South Paris visited ment by the railroad. Also there has
sow

leg broken

REMNANT SALE.

Wfcy Larki Arm WmeUy OuflfU.
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The intense itching characteristic ol al years, bat thanks to Chamberlain's fore a doctor ooald arrive. It has never eatate of
Wednesday morning some of the people ates. Those who
THOMAS KEBB. late of Bumford,
Bolster & Co.'s store, on
known to fall, even in the most sea business or shorthand coarse ol •alt rheum and eczema is instantly al- Stomach and Liver Tablets am almost been
and
and
looked
upon
from
of
rose
slumber
the
deceased,
given
In
hastily
Oxford,
County
cases and no family 1
10, a leather coin purse, conbonds m the law direct·. AU person· hart··
for the tire, while others swore and re- study should first write to the oollegt layed by applying Chamberlain1· Salve cured." Why not get a package of these vere and dangerous
For sale by demand· agalnat the eatate of Nua deceased an
a sum of money.
If returnAs a cure for skin diseases this aalve li tablets and get well and stay well? Price should be without It.
sumed their nap·. Some, especially in for catalogue and fall information.
taining
Jones dealred to preeeat the aame for nettement, and
the immediate vicinity, think it 1· a
unequaled. For sale by Shurtleff Λ Co. 26 oenti. For ule by F. A. Shurtleff à Shortleff A Co., South Parla;
1 all Indebted thereto an reqoeated to make pay
ed to Mrs. A. B. Wilson, South
OxOxford
Jones
Store,
Co..
Sooth
Oxford;
Noyea
Drag
Store,
;
Paris;
Drug Store,
Drug
Dr South Paria; Jobm Drag Store,
meat Immediately.
little too m-ich of a good thing, bot we
Qlassss on weekly Payee·*·
SOUTH
will be aaked.
1
MAINE.
άχΝΒΥ KEBB. Paris, no
•
'Norway.
July 17th, 1906.
ford; Noyee Drag Store, Norway.
•ball get used to oity aoiaea after a while. PanMtttor. Bead mj ad.
Noye· Drag Stor·, Norway.

SOUTH_PARIS.

j

Preserving Pots.

Fruit Jars and

probably

j

Lightning

Jars.
$.9operdoz.

Pints,

Quarts,
Gal.

1.25

Mason.

''nii-tf»»

Quarts,

65c.
83c.

Gal.

—

!

I

Gal.
3 Gal.
4 Gal.

SIGNS!

60c.

75c·

85c.

Pure white jar rings
cents per dozen.

Board, Glass, Metal.

WINDOW CARDS.

Call and look
are

the goods

over

10

good

placed

prices

LADIES
—

—

Revelation Shoes.

$3.50.
$3.00.

j

Unfor-1

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases

W. 0.

Frothingham,

we

selling for β l-4c.

Spring Wrappers
Many

|

45c.

This Week

■

j

7.0c.

Augustus Record,

; J.

..

'5C·

5 Gal
6oc. per doz. 6 Gal.

5ints,

»

Gal.

Stone Jars.

Saturday, Aug. 18th,

tire stock of
discount.

we

Hosiery

shall offer
at

our en-

per cent,

day only, Remember
the date and the place.

This for

one

S.B.&Z.S. PRINCE,
NORWAY. MAINE.

SPECIAL PRICES
ON SUITS.

DON'T

Pay fifty

Every

figures

good

WHEN

by

buy

|

BROOKS—The

Η.

j

FOSTER,

B.

NORWAY,

|

MAINE.

Men Wanted.

Men experienced in running dowel machines
and birch saws will find steady employment and

good wages by applying to
C. B. CUMMINGS & SONS,

frag-1

Semis,

ARNOLD'S

%Wld

Summer

BALSAM

Complaints by

TO REPUBLICANS:

Republican
ing
Congressional

33,000

tt, (M, M,
iri Cani.

Republican

Republican

Congressional campaign

legislative
being
personality

campaign

County.

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
2 Stores,

|;™,X·} Maine.

All Kind of Ma-

sons' Supplies.

popular subscripRepub-

Republican

by
Help
James

A. W. WALKER & SON,
For 5ale.

victory.

running

2063,

repair,

depot,

Taylor,

Important

good

Apply
Causeway

Notice.

Friday,

Aug.

I

CARD5.

campaign.

thought

paign

just received

questions

HATS

Now at.

^

Qreat Reduction.
You should soo our Bargains.
MRS. E. A. HOWE,
PARIS,

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
GOOD
AS
A

DAILY

Both Papers One Year fer $2.25.

NEWS-

Dord Wood,

Slab Wood,

Carpets
patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

No appetite, loss of strength, mho·
■mb. heediche. constipation, bad breath
general debility, tour risings, and catarrh
el the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
This new discov»
Kodol cures Indigestion.
of ai geswry represents the natural Juices
tion as they exist In a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonio
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Curs dose not only cure Indigestloa
aad dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
•«res ail stomach troubles by cleansing,
pvtfylng. sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach,
Mr. S. S. Baa. of Ravenewocd. w. V·.. mjk—
"
mm with
cored ae *ad

wu

sour «tomme h
we are now

Edgings,

i Stove Wood and

Coal at

IW. Walker & Son's,
CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

\lso Window & Door Frames.

'lanlng, Sawing

Stomach

Digests What You Eat.
$1.00 Size holdint 2% Hums the Ml

Maine.

....

Hebron Academy
1804-1006.
The Fall Term

Of llebro·

Academy will open

Iuesday, Sept 11, '06
NCKEASED endowment enables the
Trustees largely to increase and
Beat and
, strengthen the teaching force.
nost

by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

rates.

;he

Tue Measure
OF

CHIUDLER,

W.

11.

Vest Sumner.

fcr twenty yewe.
usine It la nift

•attleeoeiy.
(Ua. which sells for 50 cents.
Prepared by L Ot DaWiTT * OO., OHIOAOOt

thorough instruction, at the lowest
The school has been placed on

approved

list of the New England
Send for cat-

College Certificate Board.

alogue

ALL

to

W. E. SARGENT,

Typewriters

PRINCIPAL.

Fire All Out at the Old

Grain Mill

(irain Mill near tbe old
place at tbe Bridge, with new machinery
»nd a mill that will grind Meal and
Feed to plea.se everybody ia ready for
business, with tbe old miller R. N. Hall
at hie post to tell what is good and what
is not; also E. □. Farrar, the man who
puts your grain in the box where you
want it every time, can be Been on the
team same as before the tire.

And my

Commercial Brains

new

Ihis New Mill

At
lypcwrllcr quality for
the
for
attribute
by
can
quality-attribute
get the best grades of Flour
you
made in the West and all kinds of Grain,
Feed, Hay and Straw. I have just unloaded a car of Prime Cotton Seed Meal
that is extra good for this season of the
lowest
year (protein 41), for sale at
How approach H la rtiponilTtuii-la market
I wish to express my
price.
How reaeinbl·
mechanical perfection.
thanks and appreciation to all who
It I· appearance, dealgn and flnlah. IU worked so hard to save
my property at
Increaalug hue lualtea permanent the the tire, and to all the people who have
Standard—
met Mr. Hall and myself at the old mill
for nearly forty years, and I hope to eee
THE 0RIGIHA1 OF ITS KIHD,
them all again at the new mill where we
believe in giving everyone value received
Imitations are Never so Good. for their money. Be sure and call at the
mill with bay windows.
rxuKiuvoou tvpkwkitkr co.,
■neaeure

«very

Underwood.

Ml
7·

Wanted.
PEELED PULPWOOD.

and Pictures,

-ι-

Quotation.

Γ

^

is famous.
1. Long periods of time. 2. A conti4. To
3. Pertaining to stone.
nent.
Injure. 5. Starch or farina. 0. The
heaviest substance known. 7. A baby's toy. 8. Au idea. 9. To give. 10.

state

A position of the arms.

No.
Fly lute Been.
1. This bee tlies from geutle
leaves au estate.
2. This bee tiles from to praise
leaves smaller.
3. This tee Ules from a disease
leuves clear.
4. This bee tlie.s from dismal

and
and
and
and

leuves need.

Objection.
"How does your father seem to regard my coming here?" anxiously
asked Adolplius of little Bobby while
The

Miss Maud was upstairs getting ready
to present herself.
"He dou't care nothlu' about it," re-

plied Bobby carelessly.
"So he has uo objection, eh?
what did he say, my little man?"

But

"He said if Maud hud a mind to
Bake a fool of herself, why, let her."
—Tit-Bits.

—

Ε. H. PIKE,
MAINE

WEST PARIS,

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

For Sale.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

10

per cent, less than wholesale cost.
R. L. CUMMINGS,

South Paris, Me.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Carpenters Wanted.

L. M. TUFTS,

Ten first-class carpenter* wanted

at once.

SOUTH PARIS.

Mason Manufacturing Co.

Eastern Steamship Company.

—

do.
Double Acrostic: Taylor,
No. 220.
Finals
"Okl Zach."
"Hough and
Ready." 1. Teacher. 2. Ago. 3. You.
7.
β. Russia.
5. Oilcloth,
4. I/ong.
Onlou. S. Livid. 9. Dinner. 10. Zone.
13. Handy.
11. Arena. 12. Candid.
No. 227.—Charade: Stay, lag, mite—
—

stalagmite.

steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
new

Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup
South Paris. under a positive guarantee to cure constipation, sick headache, stomach trouble
If it fails,
or any form of indigestion.

NASH,

FOR SALE.

? P. M.

ADDITIONAL SUNDAY TRIPS.
Commencing June 10, from Portland
at S F. M. and from Boston at 7 r. M.
All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.
General Agent,
J. P. LISCOMB,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Ma

and

fleat Market.
|

$100
REWARD

Thursday morning.
Am shipping live stock every week, Paris.
and paying full market prie·.

Τ- Thayer,

SOUTH FAMU.

jest is

WALTER L. GRAY,

July 13, 1906.

Attorney.

man or
nau, a better citizen than the
iroman who ia handicapped by aome dlaibility, however alight. A alight die·
irder of the atomach will derange your
>ody, your thoughts and your aispoaiion. Get away from the morbidness
tod the bluea. Keep yonr atomach in
;une and both your brain and body will

-eapond. Little indiacretiona of over«ting can be eaaily corrected and you
*111 be aurpriaed to aee bow much better
nan you are.
Try a little Kodol For
[)yapepaia after your meala. Sold by F.

plate
sprinkle

su id

Try
$2

W. 0.

All druggiets, 75c., including spraying tube, or mailed by Ely

few weeks.

Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.

Fond mother (showing baby)—They
think it has it's
say it's like me, but I
father's nose.
Visitor—It is a bit red, isn't it?
After that they did not speak for a
long time.
Prof.

Tyler,

recently: "A

of Amheret College, said

man can live comfortably
no man ever existed

without brains;
without a digestive system. The dyspeptic has neither faith, hope or charity."
Day by day people realize the importance
of caring for their digestion; realize the
need of the use of a little corrective after
overeating. A corrective like Kodol
For Dyspepsia. It digests what you eat.
Sold by F. A. Sburtleff & Co.

"Ma!M said little Willie, for the 10th

bad looking."
"Oh, you are. though," continued the
leopard. "Those horrid stripes with
which you are covered are enough to
uiake all the other animals turn from
are not beyou with disgust. Stripes
coming to you. In fact, I might say
that they are not becoming to any one.
In
How do you siipi>ose I would look
stripes? A perfect fright, I am pure."
"And isn't that curious?" said the ze-

bra.
"Isn't what curious?" asked the leopard.
"Why, I always thought your stripes
the
were perfectly lovely," answered
zebra.

"My stripes!" exclaimed the leopard
in astonishment. "Why, what do you
mean? I have no stripes."
"I)o my eyes deceive me?" cried the
zebra. "You seem to have stripes."
"Indeed I have not," declared the
"What you see are the bars

leopard.

of my cage."

through

talk-

"But, ma, I want to say this to-day."
TEN YEARS IN BED.
"For ten years I

was

confined to my

kidneys,"

writes
R. A. Gray, J. P. of Oak ville, Ind. "It
was so severe that I could not move part
of the titre. I consulted the very best
medical skill av;silable, but could get no
relief until Foley's Kidney Cure was
recommended to me. It has been a
Godsend to me." F. A. Sburtleff A Co.

bed with disease of

ro v

The city boy in the county—Yep, it's
all right, but I do miss the "Keep Off the
Grass" signs!
worries until she gets
A woman
wrinkles, then worries because she has

them. If she takes Ilollister's Rocky
Mountain Tea she would have noither.
Bright, smiling face follows its use. 35
cents, Tea or Tablets. Sold by F. A.
Sburtleff <1 Co.

necessarily," replied

Serve at once.

your cage stripes." And
left eye and trotted off to have a talk
with the Warded lady In the side

show.—Pittsburg Dispatch.

Example of ■ Judicial Mind.
At a dinner attended by a score of
well known lawyers recently the phrase
"judicial mind" was defined by Illustration as follows: "I have searched
far and wide for a satisfactory definition of the inevitable query raised when
judicial nominations are in sight," said
An

tablespoonful

WHITE

CAKE.

The E. A. Strout Farm

"Largest

Tennla.
It is a curious fact that every book
written on lawn tennis cautions the
player to keep his eyes on the ball ut
the moment of striking It, yet there are
very few expert players who do so.
A rlfic shot looks at his target, a bowler
The Dnll In Latrn

"Nearly all other cough cures are constipating, especially those containing
opiates. Kennedy's Laxative Honey and

jokes?
Blinkins—Only once,
cake nearly bankrupted me.

but

that very

Jinkins—What was that?
Blinkins—She married me.

WARNING.
If you have kidney and bladder trouble
and do not use Foley's Kidney Cure, you

will bave only yourself to blame for reas it positively cures all forms of
kidney and bladder diseases. F. A.
Shurtleff & Co.

sults,

Falling

cident.

in love is often a serious ac-

Scrub yourself daily, you're not clean
Clean inaides means clean stomach, bowels, blood, liver, clean healthy
Moral: Take
tissue in every organ.
inside.

35
Hollister'a Rocky Mountain Tea.
cents, Tea or Tablet·. F. A. Shurtleff Λ
Co.

Mrs. Naggsby—How well I remember

the night you proposed to me, Henry.
Tou looked like a fool.
Naggsby—Appearances are not always

deceitful,

my dear.

A GUARANTEED CURB FOR PILES.

Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
Pile·. Druggists are authorised to refund money If Paao Ointment falls to
cure in β to 14 days. 60 cents.

way to !ii« senses.
"Of course, you will understand," he
went on, "that we have to be careful
I merely
about making contracts.
wished to assure myself thut you art
legally of age."

Equally Ignorant.
The author of "Reminiscences of a
Country Politician" once asked a laborer in an English village how old he
was.

"Sir," said Dr. Johnson to a friend,
commenting ui>on a widower who
remarried, though hie wedded life had
been unhappy, "It ia triumph of hope

over

experience."

Got the Wont of th· Banal·.
He (tauntingly)—Your father waa In
trade when I married you, wasn't be?
She (bitterly)—I suppose no. He waa
eold, in any event

information, call

particulars and

on or

address

eoutb. Parle.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
quantity

In any

desired.

CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.
For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

STREET, NEW YORK.

BBRXiIN ANB OORHAM.

3V. II.

DRILL WELLS for your NEIGHBORS
We can nart vou In a paying business on
small capital. Machines easy and simple to
operate. Write for free Illustrated catalogue

and full information.

STAR DRILLING

MACHINE

CO.,

Factory: Akron, O. Office 108 Fulton Street, Ν. V.

For Sale.
Eight

grafted
of nice

acres

and in

of nice

bearing.

tillage land, just

orcharding,

Τ wo acres

out of vil-

lage. Also a new milch cow, and
Call on or
four weeks old pigs
A. J. PENLEY.
South Paris, Me.

WOTICE.

David L. Keniston and Jesse O. Kenlston arc
working 'arms for me, without lease, in Ptonelirtm. Maine. All crops grown thereon this rear
Herbert M. Adams. North Lotare now mine
ell, Maine, alone lias my authority to collect
money fur pasturage, anrf to make sales of crops
and collect
and cream, subject to my
to
purchase mon^y therefor r»o milk or butter
be told
ERNEST S. BARTLETT, Adrian, Mich.

approval,

STATE OF INAINE.
Treasurer's Ofllce

Help Wanted.

Lady help wanted for steady employment, for further particulars in-

quire of

MASON MFG. CO.
South Paris, Maine.

Opportunity

THE VITAL NECESSITY Save your broken

the nerve to light long and hard.
While they will expend a good
deal of cash and energy in mak-

ing

FOR SALE.

trees and a dozen set

within

single plunge, they will

grow tired If called upon to
pend the eame amount through
a campaign of bIx months.

ex-

The

road

to

ancceaa

a

few years of apple, pear, plum and
prune, also grape vines and currant

bushes.
MRS. RACHEL R. PARL1N.
Aug. 3, 1906
60 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

Patents
Disions
Cop* ma ht» Ac.

aeencr forlecunng patent*.
Patonu taken tnroDsh Mann * Co. noelT·

wuhout charge, is the
not ici, without
itevu naitce,
iptcial

Scientific Hmcrkan.
WANTED.

Records,

011

my

A full line of Columbia Disc ami

Cylinder

Records.

and

Machines

Call and hear them talk.

W. A.

an

Do

25 cents eacli

They are wortli
exchange plan.

Porter,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

For a little way It goes easy,
and you get over the ground fast,
but the goal seems all the farther away when the nervous energy in that spurt Is spent. There
but 40 per cent of advertisers
who make their advertising pay.

are

peralatency

la the

one

la

vital

advertlalne
neceaaltjr.

They Jumped into advertising

without preparation in the way
of the money to meet the expense
or the experience to keep from
wasting H. They failed to consider that the création of trude
a

merchants
Successful
our columns persistently.

long

NOTICE.

SPECIAL

limite·! amount In
Oxford County thU aeanon, calling on my οΙΊ
patron· ae In former year».
It wan my Intention to devote the whole of my
i
time thle year to office work hut having lia to
I have <lecl<le<l to travel

a

manv urgent cuIIh from oM people ami Invalid»
who are unab'e to leave home I have decided to
travel a part of the time aa formerly.
KKMKM ItEK that I guarantee all my work
whether flttcd at your home or at one of my
office*. Ulae*ea lltted at your home will I*· re
lilted at any one of my ollicea free If not nail·

factory.

use

Wanted.

*0-H

Pulp Wood the comCorrespondence solicited.

All kinds of

ing year.
For Sale in South Paris.
The house and land belonging to the
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W. IIowett,

April 12th.

H. D. COLE,
Pond, Me.

Bryant'·

19ος.

situated in the center of the village, bas
two apartments of seven and eight rooms
FOB SALE.
with sheds, large attic, i&c., and is in
and all kinds of Real
excellent condition. The grounds are
farms
300
extensive, containing additional house Estate.
of Hazen's Farm
lota.
Oxford,
Estate
Real
and
W. T. IIKWETT.
JAMES S. WKIGHT, Agent, S. Paris. Maine.

Inquire

Always Remember

Agency,

the Full Nome

I .axative Rromo

Quinine

Cores a Cold in One Day, Crip in Two.

(8.

A handeomelf lllaitrated weekly. Lanreet dreolation of any eelenUBo Journal. Tenue. II a
rear; four month·, »L Bold by all newadealer*.

IWUMiSglBlll*

la

uphill road all th· war.
not try to apart.

My stand on Tremont Street, Paris
Hill.
Story and a half house in
good repair and good stable with
three stalls.
Seven-eighths of an
acre of land with twenty
bearing

apple

a

or

damaged Cylinder

There Is no other oue thing
with which I have so much trouble as this lack of persistency
They lack
among advertisers.

through advertising was
process.—Inland Printer.

"I be just the same age as the
An experienced man to bunch
queen." lie said. "It l>e either a fort- dowels. Must be of good habits and
night older or a fortnight younger. 1
reference.
don't rightly know which, and I don't give good
J. A. KENNEY,
suppose her kuows either."
South Paris.

Λ Witty Forloraitjr.
A forlorn looking man said, "I've
tried everything that I could turn mj
hand to, but couldn't make anything
answer, and now I have decided to go
up among the hills, where they say
there's a wouderful echo, to see if I
can make that answer."

small

a

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

Agency,

of the lawyers. "On a Mississippi
Augusta, Au*. 1.1900.
Pursuant to Chap. 9, Sec. 44, of the Rovlseil
river steamboat some time ago I ob1 will at the State Treasurer's ofllce at
Statutes,
tained my only approximate answer. Augusta, on the twentieth day of September,
by
A southern colonel who employed the next, at 11 o'clock, A.M., sell and convey
deed to tho highest bidder, all the Interest of the
phrase yielded to my request for a State In the tracts of land hereinafter described,
said tracts
definition ami explained that on a cer- lying In unincorporated townships,
lielng forfeited to the State for Stale taxes, and
tain occasion a legal light of Missis- County taxes certllled to the Treasurer of State,
and previous vars. The sale
r.lppl was traveling in a river steamer for the year 1904 of
each tract will be made subend conveyance
when the boiler exploded. As the boat ject to
owner or part owner whose
the
a light In
at-the right* have been forfeited to redeem the same
was passing the penitentiary
st any time within one year after the sale, by
time the force of the explosion depositpaying or tendering to the purchaser his proed the lawyer inside the walls of the portion of what the purchaser paid therefor at
with Interes· at the rate of tw my per
the
establishment from which be had saved i-ent.sale,
and one
per annum from the time of ssle,
uninjured,
for
criminals.
dollar
release, or such owner may redeem
Keing
so many
his Interest by paying as aforesaid to the Treasthe
under
be
would
as a clever lawyer
urer of State, as provided in Chap 9, Sec. 40 of
circumstances, he applied to the ward- the Revved Statutes.
No tract, however, will be sold at a price lei·s
The warden listened
en for a release.
than the full em >uot due thereon for such unto the circumstances as he narrated paid State and County taxes, interest and costs,
as descrilied in the following schedule:
them, but declined to release him, InAmt.
Acres.
Year.
Township.
sisting that with the coining of prisonOXFORD COUNTY.
ers he had uo concern, but for their
120
$3.38
Andover No. Surplus,
1904.
He
departure be was responsible.
ORAM ANDEl. SMITH,
State Treasurer.
therefore compelled the lawyer to wait
for a pardon from the governor. That
Is my notion of a judicial mind."—New
York Post.

and

in the World."

MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr.,
Norway, Maine.

one

HAY FEVER AND SUMMER COLDS.
TOTATOES AU FROUAOE.
Victims of hay fever will experience
add
mashed
of
one
To
potatoes
pint
benefit by taking Foley's Honey
half a teaspoonful of salt and half a cup- great
and Tar, as it stops difficult breathing
ful of sweet milk. Mix in one tableimmediately, and heals the inflamed air looks at the plus, and a billiard player
spoonful of grated cheese, place in a passages, and even if it should fail to generally looks at the object ball, not
buttered baking dish, grate cheese over cure
you it will give instant relief. The the cue ball. I have found It next to
them (a scant tablespoonful), dot with a
genuine is in a yellow package. F. A. Impossible to carry In my mind, while
teaspoonful of butter and bake brown. Sburtleff & Co.
moving rapidly to play a flying ball, the
This is a good way to utilize left-over
exact height of the net, the direction of
mashed potatoes.
his
fiancee)—Couldn't the lines of
Augustus (to
my opi>ouent's court and
SCALLOPED FISH.
you kiss me a little more affectionately,
his position, so that it has become
Two cupfuls of cooked fish, half a cup- dear?
most
Arabella—Well, I do ray beet; but you second nature with me and with
ful of mashed potatoes, two cupfuls of
to look up in the direction
ever complained.
other
has
that
one
first
players
tbe
are
of
cream or milk, one tablespoonful
that the ball Is to go before It actually
Parmesan cheese, three tabiespoonfula
WHAT A NEW JERSEY EDITOR leaves the racket. It Is principally beof butter, one tablespoonful of cornSAYS.
cause the reverse of tills Is necessary
atarch, yolks of two eggs, teaspoonful of
M. T. Lynch, Editor of the Phillips- In
salt and half aa much pepper. Beat the
golf that lawn tennis players have
have
"I
writes:
N. J., Daily Post,
so much trouble In mastering the old
potato until light and creamy, adding burg,
for
medicines
of
kinds
coughs
the yolk of one egg; melt two table- used many
Scotch game. From tenuis habit they
colds in my family but never anyspoonfuls of butter, add the corn starch, and so
take their eyes off the ball too soon for
Tar.
and
as
Honey
Foley's
good
atir until smooth, add the cream, stir thing
much in praise of it." golf success.—J. Parmly Paret in Counantil sauce thickens, take from the fire, I cannot say too
Co.
&
Shurtleff
A.
F.
try Life In America.
add the remaining yolk, fish and seasoning. Fill a greased baking dish with
Did you notice the terΠβ—Gracious!
alternate layers of potatoes and fish;
Well Turned.
rible emoll that automobile made that
cover the top with bread crumbs mixed
went by, a little while ago?
"How old are you?" asked the insurtable·
and
the
cheese
the
remaining
with
She—No, dear; I was peeling onions ance agent of tlie lady.
apoonful of butter melted. Bake for for dinner then.
It was thoughtless of him, and liet
oven or
moderate
a
in
minutes
twenty
"Sir!" brought him straightiudlguant
words:
a
in
few
until nice and brown.
truth
of
world
A

over

County.

150 NASSAU

ι se

or

payment required,

you desire to purchase roal estate,
We have for sale
β rite or call on us.
in Oxford
ome of the best farms

is
"Mercy me." said the zebra, "that
too bad! After all, I believe It Is bet- address,
"Didn't
mother.
his
cried
Silence, sir,"
than
ter to have these stripes of mine
I tell you not to interrupt me and Mrs.
he winked bis

ing."

—

Frothingham,.

vance

vork

For fuither

IF YOU want a quick cash
sale for your country property, write for our improved
FREE listing blanks. No ad-

"DO MY STBS DKCKTVK MS?"

time.

Gabbie? Wait until we're

;

South Paris.
vain ne to Imagine that you are good
looking. That %vould only cause people to luuke fuu of you."
"Well." said the zebra, "I never
thought I was absolutely pretty, but I
did have an Idea that I was not real

to do

amount of
especially desirable for those wishing
and ready for immediate
it
is
as
prepared
quickly
patching up,
becomes thoroughly dry and hard in twenty four hours.

It is

for all leathers, also

of

Malno.

Parie,

Tougher and

—

Me Shoes
—

Co,

Will not crack in drymore durable than lime mortar.
No bother of slacking lime or beating up hair, simply add sand and
It is economical and is endorsed and used by the leading masons.
1 vater.

, ng.

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases

denly

Balm, which is intended for
atomizers. That it is an unfailing cure
for Nasal Catarrh is proved by an everincreasing mass of testimony. It does
not dry out nor ra<«p the tender air-passand
ages. It allays the inflammation
iroes straight to the root of the disease.
Obstinate old cases have been cured In a

BUY

—

the market.

A Superior Substitute for Lime.

LADIES

)f proatate glands. This is both pain·
ful and dangerous, and Foley's Kidney
Dure should be taken at the first sign of
[langer, as it corrects irregularities and
lias cured many old men of this disease.
Mr. Rodney Burnett, Rockport, Mo.,
writes: 41 suffered with enlarged prostate gland and kidney trouble for years
and after taking two bottles of Foley's
Kidney Cure I feel better than I have for
twenty years, although I am now 01
years old." F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.

are on

Standard Wood Fibre Plaster,

Colored Foetal Cards. 50 subjects.
Write us. H. H. Hay's Sons, Selling
1 1VV*
Agents, fortland, Me.

t>ladder disorders, usually enlargement

Cream
Cream
use in

ί loutb.

_

MEM PAST SIXTY IN DANGER.
More than half of mankind over sixty
rears of age suffer from kidney and

that

Billings Blook,

impurities, break· up colds and fever·,
digesdon.—Buy it now and
ike it at once if you are not feeling
rell.—35c. at the store.

'But we have the satisfaction uf knowthat a new one is born every minute."

pianos

W. J". Wtieeler db

orrects the

ing

good qualities of Ely's
Balm, solid, are found in Liquid

t he best

II

things.
"That's right," replied Senator Badger.

SALAD.

SNAPS.

BLOOD

respectfully,

in

All the

The Mehlin,

"What au ugly creature you arel"
the circus tiger one day to tbe
M'bra, who was trotting around outI aw. In fact I would not be without them
ι ilde of the leopard's cage.
for they have saved me a
"I mil sorry to bear you say that," i α the houie,
bille.
doctor*·
leclared the zebra.
;reat
many
j
Mm. Ida M. Put.
Your»
"And 1 say It only as a friend and
ror your own good," asserted tbe leopF."
Medicine eliminate*
The true "L.
ird. "I do not want you to become so

1

"▲ fool and hia money are aoon partthe man who commenta

bread-crumbs over
girl, "but I would certainly be mad to
the eggs, set dish in oven and bake until let you."

GINGER

best for the

Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
and are «old for just as low
. re all first claw, high grade instrument·,
of
the
for
be
sold
can
quality the instrument. Also I have
r loney as they
Stoninfton,Me.,Jtia«S5,1904.
1 Jeer Sin:—
A large stock always on hand.
Prices
1 cveral medium grade pianos.
I think "L. F." Bitten are the best to
for catalogue and we will try and interest you in
Seftd
terms
1
>w,
easy.
I ake for the blood and headache I ever

id," remarked

Mrs. Weddedblies— If you should sudcome into possession of $1,COO,000,
what would be the first thing you would
do, Jack, dear?
Mr. Weddedbllss—Get you a tub of
ioe cream soda.

^PIANOS.^

I think they're

Story Por
PoIKj

i. Shurtleif A Co.

buttered

eggs are set.

Little

The Striped Leopard

lealthy man with a healthy mind and
»dy ia a better fellow, a better work·

Weeks—It seems as though woman
Take the large Spanish onions, have have a mania for spending money.
dress
them chopped but not minced,
Sweet—I know It. Why, whenever
them with salt and mayonnaise dressing my wife is too sick to go shopping she
but
not
freeze
solidly,
and then
sends for the doctor.
slightly,
just enough so that they will be perfectand
cold
crisp.
delightfully
Why does the sun burn? Why does a
ly
mosquito sting? Why do we feel unhapLYONNAISE KGGS.
Time?
py in the Good Old Summer
Chop tine one small onion and cook it, Answer: we don't. We use DeWitt's
without browning, in butter for ten Witch Hazel Salve, and these little ills
minutes; then stir in a tablespoonful of don't bother us. Learn to look for the
dour and cook until it froths up. Add name on the box to get the genuine.
one and one-half cupfuls of milk and stir
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
while cooking three minutes. Season
two
and
with half a teaspoonful of salt
"Miss May," began Mr. Hoamley,
dashes of pepper. When sauce is thick "would you—er—be mad if 1 were to
hot
a
into
it
and smooth pour
deep,
kiss you!"
and carefully break in six eggs;
the bright
"Not
ONION

AD

when jon alt down to your
>reakfast There la nothing aocondusive to good work and good résulta. The

eellng

on

QUAKER

Box·

35e;

RA NGE

HILLS,
Jeweler end Graduate

Optioian.

mOxfon
NORWAY, MAINE.

A new Lot
Jink·—Do yon suppose a man with a
Seised Hla Cfcaace.
a day and be
a
dollar
on
live
can
The best of
family
Miss Print—In Siberia do they have of Plumbing Goods.
cover thickly with icing.—The Pilgrim. I a Christian?
No old
for
closets.
but
often·
oak
woodwork
Sir.
Nervey—Yea,
reindeer?
I Binka— Of course. He can't afford to er they have suow, darling.—Cleveland
goods. Call and pee this line. Job
To remove ink-stains from furniture, be anything eU..
No
Leader.
R. W. G
cure.
signature
hing promptly attended to.
put some lemon juice on the ink-spot
serve
for
team.
saoh box. 26c.
and rnb in with the finger. Then wipe I In thia state it ia not neoesaary to
charge
of a cold.
He who does not Improve today will
it off with a cloth, and if the stain baa a five days' notice for eviction
not entirely disappeared, apply more Use the original laxative cough syrup, grow worse tomorrow.—German Prov"Is be conceited?"
and Tar. Ho
"Conceited! Why be actually thinks lemon jaice; continue to do this until Kennedy's Laxative Honey
erb.
I Norway,
Main·.
opiates. Sold by V. A. Shurtleff 4k Oo.
th· stain· are removed.
be understands women!"

Freeh meats of all kinds oonetantly on
hand.
will be paid for the arrest and
TO CURS A COLD IN ONE DAT
Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
of the person who broke into Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
viction
Freeh fish arrives every Monday after· I
refund money if it fails to
the Powder House on Crocker Hill, Druggists
is on
noon and
ho va'a

MARX ST SQUABS,

nf

There la nothing to pleaaant m that
night, cheerful, at-peac^with-the-world

Beat one cupful of molaasee and pour
half a oupful of sugar, add half a
Tar moves the bowels. Contains no
cupful of soft butter, one
Tou can get it at F. A. Shurtof Ringer, a teaapoonful of soda, and opiates."
leff Λ Co.'s.
flour sufficient to roll very thin. Cut,
and bake in a quick oven, being careful
Jinkins—Does your wife ever play
is Bold
not to let them get too brown.

No. 228.—A Colony of Ants: 1. Val4.
3. Servant
iant.
2. Abundant.
Occupant. B. Pliant, β. Irritant. 7.
Reluctant.

Licensed Taxidermist,

PORTLAND AND BOSTON UNE.

matior

A fine recipe for a large white
the manufacturers refund your money. calls for one .cupful of butter creamed
do?
ShurtP.
A.
one
What more can any
with two and one-half cupfuls of sugar.
leff Λ Co.
Add alternately, in small quantities, one
of milk with three cupfuls of
cupful
to
Pretty Girl—I came in answer your flour, keeping the batter very smooth.
ad for a stenographer.
With the fourth cup of flour sift four
MASON 10 BLOCK,
Enpecs—Sorry, madam, but I'm afraid teaspoonfuls of baking powder, add to
wife's
meet
won't
requirements.
my
the mixture, then fold in quickly the
NORWAY. you
felaphoiM Ooaaeotion.
whites of ten eggs, and
Don't drag along with a dull, bilious, stiffly beaten
will make fonr
You need a pill. Use flavor to taste. This
heavy
feeling.
BONDS
DeWitt's Little Early Risers, the famous generous layers.
sicken or gripe, but
HERMITS.
Norway Water Co. of Norway, Me. little pills. Do not
results are sure. Sold by F. A. Shurtone and one-half cupfuls
Three
eggs,
cent
First Mortgage Four per
twenty- leff Λ Co.
of brown sugar, half a teaapoonful of
year bonds in 9100 and 1500 piece·.
of
Price 101.
"I asked the young lady graduate who soda dissolved in one tablespoonful
hot water, one teaspoonful of baking
the
best
debate
for
medal
the
took
why
For Site at Norway National Bank.
powder sifted with two and one-half
the logic of her side appealed to her."
cupfuls of flour, one teaapoonfnl each of
•'What did she say?"
"
clove·, cinnamon and nutmeg, with one
BARBER SHOP.
"She said, 'Because.'
and one-half cupfuls of seeded raisins or
ol
out
the
boaiaw·
a
Having bought
Old maids would be scarce and hard to currants. Drop from a spoon on to
for
am
I
your
patronready
Guy Buck,
buttered tin.
find,
hair
cutting,
shampooShaving,
age.
Could they be made to see,
CORNSTARCH PUFFS.
ing, Ac., done in flrat-claaa manner.
How grace and beauty Is combined
Cream together half a oupful of butter
N. W. STARBIRD,
By using Rocky Mountain Tea.
and one cupful of sugar, add the wellSouth Paris, Me. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Market Square,
beaten yolk· of four eggs, a plnoh of
and one teaapoonful of flavoring,
Crafty Milliner—Really, Miss Passay, •alt,
vanilla extract Add alterthe white feather on your hat makes you preferably
nately to this mixture the stiffly whipped
look at least five years younger.
whites of the four eggs, and one cupful
Miss Passay—Well, you may—er—put
of oornstarch with which two teaepoona couple more on it
(ala of baking powder have been sifted.
Bake in a quick oven and when cool
con·

J. WALDO

Portland Division.

No. 222.—Name
No. 223.— Jumbled Uhymes: Grain,
days, rays, ruin.
Numerical Enigma: "A
No. 224.
good heart Is worth gold."
No. 225.—Word Square: 1. Poesy. 2.
4. Steed. 5. YedOvate. 3. Eared.
—

3000 feet first class iron piping,
from one to two inch. Will sell foi

ο

no wonder.
Usually everything
that can be furnished by the obliging
as
down
is
set
"groceries." Ingrocer
spection of one account revealed the
charge of moth-balls, brooms, toilet pasilverpor, soaps, ammonia, stove-polish,
polish and lly-paper, the while the imunthe
patieut Griselda was bemoaning
precedented consumption of groceries!
Butcher and grocer should have their
well-defined lines of edibles; a third
claee, of household etcetera, would free
our accounts from suspicion of harboring goats to devour papers and brooms.
Delightful as it is for a young man to
feel his bank account growing, his wife's
Quotation from an out time meioay. satisfaction should increase in fair proportion in her accumulation of household goods.
No. JfcSU.—.Novel Acrostic.
When there is an easy time buy a
O
2
0-16-0-0tablecloth or napkins, or towels, to
strengthen the stock before those in
ο- 7-0-0-11- ο
daily wear fail. Mercerized cotton
9- 0-5-0- ο- ο
for table-cloths can be bought at half the
υ-ο-ο- β- ο
ο
price of linen; it wears and washes well;
with a little starching, pasees for good
ο- ο
ο
4
12
Ο
linen.
ο
ο
8- ο
10
ο
Let household treasures come slowly
but surely. When the necessaries are
14
15- υ-υ-υ- ο
comfortably assured, reasonable luxuries
ο
18
ο
ο
ο- ο
will be added naturally. The young
ο- ο
ο
a
ο- υ
housekeeper has an honest pride in such
possessions—an affection for them which
1- 0
Ο- Ο-Ο-Οis not felt or understood by those who
My primais spell the name of a are able to furnish an establishment at
state; my tinuls, its capital, and the sight, regardless of cost.—Ex.
letters iudicutcd by the figures from
Recipes.
1 to ltt, one of the things for which the

*

Kejr to the Fussier.

Mouldings yL

CALVIN AUSTIN, President
General Manager, Boston, Mm

No. 23G.—Illunlruted

Mpruce, Fir, and Poplar No. 221. Changed Heads: Father,
lather, rather.
delivered at any station. bather, gather,
Puzile: Beatrice.

Mats, Mirrors

Superb

Maine.

South Paris,

Portland, >·.

Picture Frames

Nichols St.,

SHURTLEFF,

A. E.

Broadway, !Vew York.

Kichange St..

&

Both are above rubiea In
in the bouaehold executive, be abe
nietreaa or maid. Enforce a habit of
teeping in atock the neceaeitiea of good
iving. Repleniah before any aupply ia
ixhausted. When Inspired to make a
:ake, there will then be no lack of mamltivated.

ralue,

postal card to THE NEW·
will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,
free
a
copy.
sample
bring you

to close out odd

—

rarily, preparing good meals with her
>wn handa during "the transit of Venue"
>r the periodic debauch of "the proeased'1 Holly.
The chafing-dish and the gas-stove
neet the vexed question of "help" halfway. The parlor can take care of itself,
η times of
emergency; but the kitchen,
ihe larder, the table, are of vital neoeailty and the young houaekeepers muat
acquaint them eel ν ea with the aecreta of
lappy housekeeping from these homely
itandpointa.
Judicioua catering la a rare talent, and
lyatematic ordering ia a virtue to be

Tour name and address on a

Wool

Sold

No. 231.—Line Pnaale.

System In Housekeeping.
The moat independent woman 1· she
fbo can diapenae with servante tempo-

eriala.
L I am trite; write my name and
Condiment and apices, when wanted at
draw a line through a certain letter,
til, are very much wanted.
and 1 become condition.
Rice, tapioca, hominy, farina, and the
2. I am fierce; write my name and sommon cereals, are more enjoyable if
last
the
letter,
, ierved at appetizing intervale.
draw a line through
You will be comfortably reinforced for
and I become a compact cloth formed
1
:hance visitors if you keep on hand
without weaving.
roups and vegetables canned (the best of
sacb), glass jars of jam, jellies and
No. 232.—Arithmetical Problem.
pickles, the reserve that is appreciated
From a useful article subtract a when accident or blizzard raises a siege
add
level;
remainder
the
to
poor hut;
[or the commissary. Do not make a
subtract a feminine name from the bugbear of company; never try a new
uuraber named, add a verb to the re- recipe when entertaining. The "dish of
Welcome" is of first importance, and a
mainder and have a catch.
lioatess unembarrassed by experimental
work is at ease with her satisfied guests.
No. 233.—OlssiOBd.
One of the requisites for domestic
1. A letter iu critic. 2. A snappish
is a full understanding between
harmony
To
set
4.
forearm.
The
3.
fellow.
the one who furnishee the money, and
lu
critic.
free. 5. A letter
the one who bothers her brain in efforts
to spend wieely, whether the partnership
No. 231.—Miaulas Rhyme·.
be temporary or perpetual. "A feast or
South Paris, Maine.
sun
and
a famine" describes some housekeeping
;
through
On, on we
the shadows
Adown the
failures.
!
Oh, it was quite a gay
E. W.
Expenses from week to week may be
equalized by looking over the atock when
with golden
We met a
a week's account seems running below
Whom for directions then we
the average and ordering then someAnd with our tinal coin we
thing desirable, though not immediately
»
A foaming stream we had to
needed. Cultivate a knack of serving
I will furnish DOORS as α WINDOWS of any
for
called
and
were
We
an inexpensive dessert with a compara! Ue or Style at reasonable price·.
But terrors quickly were
costly dinner; or a plain dinner
When sticks and stones by John were —. tively
with some better dessert. Fruit and
One of us quite two hundred
vegetables vary in cost and may be chosen
she wus j>rln>, precise and
relatively, keepiug an average so agreeIf to want of any kind of Finish for I η tide or And
Alas, a stick thut was
that those who enjoy yonr table
•utslde work, send In your order·. Pine Lum
ably
!
caHer tottering confidence
er an·I Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
may not suspect that your secret of
involves the "penny saved."
tering
1
a tremendous splash she
What
Work.
and Job
System in expenditure of time and
Then laughter rose of every
;
labor is a consideration while trying to
Our horses even shrilly
M itched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.
!
save money—do not attempt two diffiOh, never will that memory
cult things in one day. That men have

South Paris, Maine.

A LOW PRICE

ReSoi
•■rhetor."
Kodol

One-half of dimity.
Then three-eighths of disdains;
Next take three-fifths of aloes.
And last one-third of trains.
Then when these are guessed correctly
You will find three poets' names.

Democrat,
Send your order and money to The Oxford

PAPER.

ι

of latere·! to the bull
Editor HoimtAnuM
Coum, Oxford Democrat, Put·, Milan.

tomepondence on topioa
btoQcUed. Addreee :

Me. 239.—Tw« Word Hwur*·.
I.—1. A pungent spice. 2. A form of
Insect 3. A well known constellation.
almost as 4. To call forth. 6. More sensible.
is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people,
Carriei
II.—1. Au old style drum. 2. Staring
your Rural Free Delivery
pood as a daily, andthree
times every week.
with wide open mouth. 3. Confusion
brings it to your door
and Fridays,
4. A musical performIt is published on Mondays, Wednesdays
of tougues.
The Daily
and contains all the most important news of
5. A supply of anything kept
ance.
value.
its
of
is
a
which
guarantee
Tribune,
have not In readiness for use.
If you live in the village or on a farm and
in close toncb
time for a daily newspaper yon may be kept
small cost. Ho. 230.—Triple Crouword Balfaa.
with all important news of the world at a very
Three-fifths of wrest,
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
Two-flfthe of chest
it with
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, botyou can secure
And then three-fifths of reins.
Tne Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,
Three-sevenths of trinity,

AS

.

HOMBMAKEBS· COLUMN.

The

nickel\rails in the

QUAKER MODt^L are easy
to remove as thèy are put
on

without bolts
50 cts.Down

*"d

50 cts.. w«k .ι

Hobbs'
W.
Variety 8tora, Norway.
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